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This dissertation examines factors that affect the
accumulation of a novel bacterial phenotype in a
population through the process of bacteriophage-rrediated
transduction.

A mathematical model was created to

predict changes in the relative nurriber of transductants
due to the fornation of nE.W transductants and ccnpetition
with the existing population.

Transduction was examined

arrong Pseudorronas aeruginosa ty quantifying the transfer
of plasmid Rrns149 from a plasmid-bearing donor to an
F116-lysogenic recipient.

Transduction was observed in

continuous culture over a range of environmentally
relevant generation times, concentrations, and donor-torecipient ratios.

Changes observed in the relative

number of transductants in continuous culture were
carpared with the IIBtherretical rrcdel.

The rate at which

transduction occurs was found to increase with the
concentration of recipient bacteria and the phage-tobacteria ratio.
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rnAPrER I

Environmental release of genetically engineered
organisms has promising potential for applications in
agriculture and biological remediation.

The release of

genetically engineered bacteria has led to questions
regarding the persistence of these organisms and their genes
in the environment.

Ideally, the released organism should

carry out its intended function without disrupting the
balance of the natural ecosystan.
Bacteria vary their genetic makeup by undergoing
processes of conjugation, transfonration and transduction.
Engineered genes of a recorrbinant organism rray be transferred
to members of the indigenous population.

Organisms

indigenous to a particular environment are likely to be
better adapted for survival than introduced engineered
bacteria.

Therefore, if an engineered gene is transferred to

an indigenous organism, its chances for stabilization in a
bacterial population nay increase.
This study examines factors that affect transduction, a
gene transfer process rrediated ty viruses.

There is evidence

to indicate that aquatic bacteria are capable of undergoing
1
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transduction (1, 42, 51, 52), but little is known about
factors that influence transduction fn::quency.

The objective

of this dissertation research was to (i) create a
ffi3thanatical m::xlel to describe how the processes of selection
and transduction affect the proportion of transductants in a
population and (ii) apply this rrodel to continuous culture
experiments in order to identify factors that influence
transduction frequency.

Experiments were performed in

continuous culture so that the effects of concentration,
donor-to-recipient ratio and generation time could be
individually identified.

This information could be used to

predict how the rate of transduction of introduced genetic
information may be influenced by the conditions of an
environrrental release.
The organism Pseudorronas aemgmosa was chosen for this
study because of its wide distribution and well-characterized
genome.

Experiments were conducted in a chemostat under

conditions that could occur in a freshwater environment.
Transduction was ascertained by the transfer of plasmid
markers from a plasmid-bearing donor to the plasmid-free,
lyso;renic recipient.

The reasons for using a lyso;ren in this

model are two-fold: (1) lysogeny imparts immunity from
further phage infection, thus allowing for increased
survival, and (2) spontaneous induction of lyso;rens into the
lytic cycle provides a continual source of phage particles to
the systan (2, 56).
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'l/Jhen the donor and recipient strains are co-incubated,
plasmid transduction may occur by the following series of
events (Figure 1) .

Free F116 phage particles are introduced

into the system through the spontaneous induction of the
recipient strain.
a donor cell.

A F116 phage particle adsorb; to and lyses
Phage particles and plasmid containing

transducing particles are prc:duced.
adsorbs to a recipient cell.

A transducing particle

The plasmid DNA is inserted,

circularized and expressed, resulting in a transductant
phenotype (56).
Changes in the proportion of transductants in the
population were determined in experiments conducted over a
range of cell concentrations, donor-to-recipient ratios and
dilution rates.

App:l.rent transduction rates were found to be

dependent upon the concentrations of recipients and the
phage-to-h:l.cteria ratio.

Tronsduci ng
Phoge

_i_

,~\tq

__....,i
'
,,
~ ... ~

Infection
of Donor

i(b)
I'

,.._,

LysO]"enic
Recipient'

Lysis
(c)

Adsorption

~

,~\tq

--,,i?~i

'

.._

Tronsductant

Fig. 1 . Events I ead i ng to the production of a trans duct ant . Ba ct er i opha~e adsorb to and
lyses a donor eel !~~producing the occasional plasmid-bearing transducing particle<l:Y. This
part i c I e adsorbs to and t ransduces the recipient ~). Spent aneous induct ion of the rec i P. i ent
supp Ii es phage to the system (56).
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01APIER II
REVIE'i/J OF 'IHE RELATED LITERA'IURE

Intrcduction

Pseudorronas aeruginosa, the organism chosen for this
study, is a well characterized Gram-negative soil and aquatic
bacterium (20).

Because of its ability to metabolize a

variety of organic corrpounds, it is widely distributed in
natural environrrents (15) .

P. aeruginosa strain PAO can be transduced by the
terrperate generalized transducing phage F116.

Bacteriophage

F116 adsorbs to the pili of strain PAO (53).

The prophage

INA is maintained extrachrarosarally as a plasmid (45) .

Transduction
Transduction is a method of gene transfer in bacteria
that is mediated b_y bacteriophages (27).

It is contingent

upon errors rrade during :pa.ckaging of :cNA into bacteriophage
heads. Occasionally, bacterial :cNA from the donor cell is
mistakenly packaged into a phage capsid.

The resulting

transducing particle rray then adsorb to a recipient bacterium
and inject this bacterial DNA.

If the DNA is incorporated

into the genome of the recipient cell, the resulting
5
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transductant may have an altered genotype.

There are two

types of transducing phages, generalized and specialized.
With a generalized transducing phage, like Fll6 of P.
aeruginosa (46), all areas of the host genome are

incorp::ffated equally.

With a specialized transducing phage,

such as the P. aeruginosa phage D3 (6), only segrrents of the
host genome that are near the phage's chromosomal site of
integration

rray l:::e

packaged.

B:l.cteria in the environrrent
Conditions for bacterial growth in the laJ::Dratory are
usually optimized for enteric bacteria, such as

E.

coli.

However, these growth conditions are not typical of the
natural environment.

Natural waters contain carbon

concentrations of 1 to 15 rrg/L, ITU.lch lower than the 2 to 5
g/L found in m:my nutrient media (54).

Roszak and Colwell

(54) assert that slON grONth at lON carbon concentrations are
nontBl conditions for bacterial growth in the environment.
By culturing racteria on rich ma::lia, one nay actually prevent

the grONth of

rrany

environrrental isolates (54).

Also, Roszak

and Colwell (54) propose that some bacteria exist as
somnicells, cells that are viable but not culturable by
traditional laboratory methods.

Indeed, Jannasch (25)

observed generation tines of natural rrarine isolates ranging
frcm 20-200 h long, with an average generation tine of 53 h.
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Estirra.tes for environmental concentrations of bacteria
depend upon the rrethod of enUffi2ration.

B3.cteria sarrples from

unpolluted freshwater lakes and streams produce 103 to 104
colony forming units (CFU)/rnl on nutrient agar plates (50,
56).

Pseudomonas species from a Tennessee freshwater lake

produce 7. 0 x 101 to 1. 0 x 103 CFU/rnl on PseudoITDnas Isolation
agar (49).
However, plate count concentrations can be misleading
because not all viable bacteria sarrpled nay be able to grow
on the chosen ffi2diurn.

Using the acridine orange direct count

rrethod, Lovell and Konopka rreasured cell concentrations of 26 x 106cells/rnl in an Indiana lake (40) and Brayton et al.
found concentrations of 106 to 107 cells/ml in ponds and
rivers of Bangladesh

(4).

The aquatic environment is heterogeneous, varying in
nutrient availability, pH and temperature with different
locations and seasons (54).

Bacterial concentrations are

likely to be variable too, with higher concentrations
congregating in rnicrohabitats that are most favorable for
grcwth (27) .

Environrnental concentrations of l::Bcteriophage
B3.cteriophages have been identified for alrrost all rrajor
groups of bacteria and can be found wherever bacteria grow
(5) .

At=Parent environmental concentrations of bacteriophages

also depend upon the method of enumeration.

Assaying for

8

rocteriophage plaques is the·ITDSt COITTTDn method used, but it
relies upon the virus's ability to form plaques on the
bacterial indicator strain.

Bacteriophage able to attack

enteric mcteria were found at concentrations of 5 x 10-2 to 1
x 103 plaque forming units (PFU)/ml in a variety of
freshwater environments (15).

When indigenous freshwater

species were used as bacterial hosts, 4 x 10-1 to 6 PFU/rnl
were observed in river water (15). The plaque assay method
underestinates total mcteriophage concentrations because it
overlooks phage that do not form plaques on the indicator
strain(s) chosen.
Direct counts of total virus concentrations have been
ITB.de using electron microscopy.

Sewage sarrples observed by

Ewert and Paynter (14) had concentrations of
108 virus particles/ml.

2

x 107to 1 x

These investigators found that only

6% of bacteria sampled from the same source could serve as
hosts for the virus isolates (14).

Bergh et al. (3)

enUID2rated phage ty centrifuging water sarrples directly onto
electron microscope grids.

Using this novel method, they

observed concentrations of up to 2.5 x 108 virus particles/ml
in unpolluted ITB.rine waters.

Water samples taken in winter

were found to have a much lower concentrations of viruses
(<104/ml), indicating a seasonal variation in virus
concentration.
Although direct counts of bacteriophage can be made,
this does not directly reveal what portion are capable of

9

transduction.
n~rous

Transducing phages have been found for

species of l::B.cteria and are probably coIT1IIDn in the

bacterial world (27) .

In the environment or laboratory, the

number of transducing particles that are successful in
transducing and incorporating genetic sequences into new
hosts are subject to several limitations.

These include

bacteriophage host range specificity, bacterial degradation
of introduced DNA, and the breakdown of bacteriophage
particles (27) .
Transduction in aquatic microcoSTIB
Transduction is used routinely as a means of mapping
genes and constructing strains (6, 44).

However, the

irrp)rtance of transduction as a mechanism of gene dispersal
in nature is not well understood.

Orrrent infonmtion al:Dut

the prevalence of phage-l:::acteria associations and the results
of numerous microcosm experiments clearly show the potential
for transductional gene transfer to occur in the environrrent
(1, 47, 49, 51, 56, 57, 66).

Morrison et al.

(47) studied transduction in P.

aeruginosa using flow-through environmental test chambers
suspended in a lake.

They used a streptarvcin-resistant Fll6

lysogen as the donor and source of phage.

Transduction was

observed to occur in these charribers at transfer frequencies
of 1. 4 x 10-s, 5. 9 x io-s, and 8. 3 x 10-2 transductants per
recipient after 1 hour, 4 days, and 10 days, respectively.
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These rates included bJth prinBiy transductants and daughter
cells that arose from cell division of prim:rry transductants.
To estirrate the frequency of actual transduction events, they
examined changes in concentration of the total .PJpulations to
approximate number of doublings.

Transductants presumably

underwent a similar number of doublings, provided that the
they did not have a carpetitive advantage or disadvantage.

A

conservative transfer rate of 8.8 x10-stransductants per
recipient was estirrated (47) .
Amin and Day (1) investigated Fl16-mediated transfer
between tv..D strains of P. aeruginosa that resided on rrenbrane
filters which were facing each other, and bound to river
stones.

The donor and recipient each carried two distinct

antibiotic resistance markers.

Transduction of the donor's

markers to the recipient strain was observed.

The frequency

of transfer was dependent on cell density in laboratory
trials rut rermined relatively constant in situ at 1.7 to 7.8
x 10-2transductants per recipient.
Saye et al. (56) showed transductional transfer of
plasmid Rms149 mediated by the P. aeruginosa phage F116L.
Plasmid Rms149 is not capable of self-transmission.

Highest

transduction frequencies were found when they usEd a plasmidbearing strain as the donor and a lysogen as the recipient
and source of phage.

In this paradigm, transduction occurrEd

when the bacteriophage-lysed donor strain produced a
transducing particle with plasmid INA, which then adsorbEd to

n
and transduced the recipient. · In situ studies were perfomed
in membrane diffusion chambers sul:::rrerged in a lake.

Plasmid

transduction was shown l::oth in the absence and presence of
the indigenous corrununity.

The presence of the natural

community caused a decrease in the concentration of
introduced organisms and in the number of recoverable
transductants.

The donor-to-recipient ratio was found to

influence the transduction frequency, with highest
transductant recovery occurring at an intermediate donor-torecipient ratio (20:1).
Saye et al. (57) were able to show in situ transduction
of chramsoIIBl ITB.rkers as well.

To be

certain that the cells

recovered were not merely revertants, they constructed
strains of P. aeruginosa that allowed for the scoring of
cotransduction of adjacent genetic markers.

They

demonstrated the ability of lysogens to serve l::oth as the
source of transducing phages and as the recipient of
transduced information.

Transductants of individual.

chrorrosorral alleles were retrieved at frequencies of 10-6 to
10-s transductants per coloey forming unit.
Osrran and Gealt (51) demonstrated transduction in E.
coli by indigenous transducing phages isolated from

wastewater. They showed transfer of both plasmid and
chromosomal DNA to E. coli x1997. The recombinant plasmid
pHSV106 could also be transferred to an indigenous isolate of

12

E. coli, which proved to be a better recipient than E. coli
1997, yielding lQ-4 versus 10-stransductants per recipient.

x

Most of the previous studies on transduction were
perfonned in closed microcosm systems, therefore, observed
transduction rates were artificially high due to cell
division of prirrary transductants.

order to determine the

In

actual rate of transduction events, the number of cells
resulting fran cell division must be accounted for.

Lyscgeny
Lysogeny is a semi-stable state for temperate
bacteriophage, where prophage DNA is maintained and
perpetuated along with the bacterial genome (33, 37). The
prophage DNA rray integrate into the host's genome, or exist
as an extrachromosornal plasmid (37).

In lysogeny, phage

encoded repressor protein is produced to inhibit entrance of
the prophage into the lytic cycle.

Presence of repressor

protein is advantageous to bacteria because it imparts
immunity to reinfection by the same type of phage (61).
However, temperate prophages are occasionally induced to
enter the lytic cycle, lysing the bacterium and releasing

rn:rrw tarperate progeny phages (37).
The lysogenic association of temperate phage with
bacteria is also advantageous to the phage.

Free phage

particles are unstable in the environment and their
concentrations drop rapidly over time (49, 56).

Ogunseitan

D

et al. found that the half-life of Pseudorronas phage url in

natural lake water was 18 hours (49).

Temperate phage,

perpetuated J::y the occasional induction of a lysogen, provide
a steady release of phage into a bacterial corrmunity (61).
It provides the means for a ITDre penranent establishment of
the phage in a particular population J::y providing protection
for the phage DNA and by preventing the extinction of the
host (61).

Levin and Lenski (37) propose that trnperance rray

te an adaptation to lCNV host-cell concentrations.

Paterson (52) found lysogeny to be very widespread in
the genus Pseudorronas. Of the 31 strains of P. aeruginosa
examined, 26 were found to be lysogenic.

Holloway (20)

estirrates that ITDst P. aeruginosa are lysogenic for at least
one :bactericphage.
Cgunseitan et al. (49) conducted microcosm studies with
natural isolates of P. aeruginosa in lake water using single
or mixed pJpulations of :bacteriophages. Stable phage-:bacteria
relationships were maintained by the establishment of
lysogenic or pseudo-lysogenic states in the host bacteria.
In the lakewater microcosm, 45% of the cells became carriers
of

U\lA

from the introduced phage url within 12 hours.

45 days of incubation, 90% of the cells were carriers.

After
They

also examined environmental isolates of P. aeruginosa from
their sarrpling site to lCDk for possible natural associations
of url.

Forty-five percent of the isolates examined tested

:r:nsitive in colorw hybridization with phage url

Il:'\lA..
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several factors may influence the establishment of
lysogeny in a host.

Starvation of E. coli before infection

has been shown to increase the efficiency of lysogenization

so to 100-fold (29).

The establishment of lysogen_y is also

influenced by the ratio of phage to bacteria present.

The

frequency of lysogenization in lambda phage increases at
higher multiplicities of infection (MOis) and at least two
infecting phages are required for the establishment of
lysogeny (29) .

Several recorrbination-deficient (rec4) mutants

of P. aeruginosa have reduced efficiencies of lysogeny
establishment ty terrperate phages D3, F116, and GlOl (19, 43,
44).

In these mutants, lysogeny may only be established at

high M)Is

(43) .

Continuous cultivation in a cherrpstat
The chemostat is an ideal system for creating a
microcosm rro::lel because it permits the continuous cultivation
of organisms indefinitely in an unchanging environrrent (60).
In batch culture, cells grow exponentially until nutrients
are depleted and then enter a starvation period.

By this

time, metabolic by-products and dead cells have accumulated.
In continuous culture, one is continually adding sterile
nutrient medium and continuously rerroving exhausted medium,
living cells, and cellular debris, thereby maintaining a
constant volume.

This allc::ws for the rraintenance of a steady

state concentration of actively dividing cells (60) .
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In a steady state culture, one is able to separate and
define parameters that are noTITBlly interdependent in batch
fermentation, like cell density and growth rate (12).
density way be regulated

Cell

cy the concentration of the limiting

nutrient provided in the medium.

Cells equilibrate at the

maximal cell density that the chosen medium can support.
Specific cell grCJNth rate is controlled
of medium inflow.

py adjusting the rate

At equilibrium, the number of new cells

from cell division will be balanced by the number of live
cells that leave in the outflow.

Therefore, with the

chernostat, one can study population dynamics over a wide
range of cellular densities and grCJNth rates (60).

Cell qrc:wth rate
For a better understanding of a steady state cherrostat,
let us first consider batch culture grcwth in the presence of
excess nutrients.

Cell number increases in an exponential

fashion as shOtJn in Figure 2a.

VJhen this increase is plotted

on a semi-log scale, as in Figure 2b, one way obtain a linear
slope that describes the specific growth rate,
(10).

The increase in cell number

N,

g

of organism

with respect to tine t

is expresse:l as (30) :
dN/dt

= µN

[1]

16

N

t
(a )

In N

t
(b)

Fig. 2. Hypothetical illustration of non-limiting growth
over time: (a) linear graph and (b) semi-log graph. N, cell
number; N0 , initial cell number; t, time; µ, specific
population grcwth rate (10).
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The number of cells increases.as:
[2a]
[2b]

The time it takes for cell numter to double is terrre:J. the
doubling tirre

(T ) .

N/N0

It is given cy

(30):

= 2 = eJlT

[3a]

T = (ln 2) I µ

or

[3b]

where N is the cell nurriber, µ is the s:pecific growth rate and
t is tine.

:M:Jnod rrodel of growth
As the substrate concentration of medium increases, so
does the rate at which cells can grow, until this growth rate
reaches a physiological ITBXimurn (Figure 3) .

The Monad rrodel

of growth describes the relation between cell growth rate and
limiting substrate concentration in continuous culture.
Based upon the Michaelis-Menten nod.el for enzyme kinetics,
the MJncd rrodel states (60):
=

s
[4]

Ks +S

where S is the substrate concentration in grams per liter, µ
is the s:pecific growth rate :per hour,

µrrax

is the rraxinu:n

µ

[E>]

Fig. 3. The Monod relationship between substrate
concentration and cell growth rate: [SJ, substrate
concentration; µ, specific growth rate; J.lmax, rraximurn growth
rate; K8 , substrate concentration at 1/2 J..1rrax (30).
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growth rate achievable on the substrate per hour, and

Ks

is

the substrate concentration at which the specific growth rate
is one-half of the ITBXimurn growth rate.

The value for

Ks

is

a measure of the efficiency with which a cell can procure
substrate fran its environrrent (30, 60).
Material l::B.lance on total cell biara.ss
In

l::B.tch fenrentation, there are events which alter the

total cell biorrass over time.

Total cell rrass in the vessel

increases with cell division and with the entrance of any new
cells in the incoming medium. Total viable biorrass decreases
with cells that washout or die.

Therefore, from Stafford

(60) :
Accumulation = meaning rrediurn + Cell grc:wth - Washout -D::ath
dX
dt

= E

v

X0

+

µX

E x
v

[5]

where dX !dt is the rate that total cell mass accumulates
over time in grams of dry cell weight (IXW) per hour; Xo is
the concentration of cells in the incoming medium in grams
per liter; F is the flow rate of the cherrostat in liters per
hour; Vis the volurre of the reaction vessel in liters;
the specific growth rate for the culture per hour;

X

µis

is the

concentration of cells growing in the culture vessel at tirne
t in grams of IXW per liter; and a is the specific rate of

death of the culture per hour (60).

This equation may be simplified to describe cells in
steady state equilibrium.

At steady state, there is no net

increase in cell mass, so dX/dt

=

0.

Unless there is

contamination, there are no cells intrcduced in the incoming
medium, so the term FXo!V rray be omitted.

At steady state,

cell death is considered negligible (60), allowing us to
exclude the death term,

ax. Therefore, the equation for a

steady state culture is (60):
Ex= µX

[6aJ

v
and

FIV= µ

[6b]

Because the cherrnstat volurre is constant, the specific growth
rate µ, can be regulated by altering the rate of flow of
mediuminto the cherrostat vessel.

The specific growth rate

rray be variErl up to the rraxirral grcwth rate that the organism

can achieve.

The rate that the culture vessel is replenishErl with new
rredium is term:rl the dilution rate, D and is definErl ty,
E

v

=D

[7]

ZL

with the rate of dilution being expressed

per

hour (60) .

The

tirre it takes for the vessel to be replenished is the culture
generation tirre,

't ,

't=

or,

V= .1
F
D

[8]

In one culture generation time,

~

one chernostat volume of

media is added to the vessel and likewise, one chernostat
volume leaves the vessel (30).

However, this measurement

does not represent the actual rate of cell division, since
sare cells are washed out of the cherrostat vessel before they
can divide and, if pennitted, would divide after leaving the
chemstat.
Cell generation time,
division (30).

T,

refers to the rate of cell

As described earlier, it is equivalent to

rate at which total cell nurrter increases
N/N0 = 2 =

or

l::y

tw:>-fold, or
[3a]

EJLT

T = (ln 2)

[3b]

I µ

In continuous culture, cell growth is limited cy the rate at
which ne..v rraliurn is ad:led to the vessel (30, 60).

Therefore,

the growth rate, µ, may be replaced by dilution rate,
Equation [3b] .

D,

in

Therefore, in continuous culture, cell

generation tirre is given

l::y

(30):

T = (ln 2) I D

[9]

Selection in the chETIDstat
When culturing two or more bacterial strains in the
chernostat, the less corrpetitive strain(s) will be selected
against and decrease in relative concentration over time
(17) .

For exarrple, a strain could re selected against due to

a rrutation which reduces the functional efficiency, or Km, of
an enzyrre rEqU.ired for cell rretarolisrn.

Selection results

in

a change in genotypic frEqU.encies over tirre.
Hartl and Clark (17) provide a detailed explanation of
selection.
A,

which are

Consider two corrpeting bacterial strains, a and
grONn

together in a cherrostat.

If strain a has

a faster growth rate, it will have greater relative fitness.
Let w1 and w2 represent strain fitness, or the pro:portion of
cells that survive after one generation.

At generation t,

strains a and A have frequencies of Pt and qt, where Pt

+ qt

= 1. After one generation of selection has passed, a
proportion w1 of strain a and a pro:portion w2 of strain

A

ramin, so that
[10]

The relation between the ratios

p2 /~

·and p 1 /q1 would be the

sane as that retween p 1 / q1 and p 0 / Cfo, so that

Z3

This rray be taken one step further to estirrate the genotypic
ratios for aqy generation t, that is:

er

Ptlqt = (Pol<Jo) (w1IW2) t

[12a]

ln(ptlqt) = ln(p0 l<Jo) + tln(w1IW2)

[12b]

The term ln(w1 1w2 ) is often expressed as the selection
coefficient, s, so that (12, 60):

er

ln (Ptl qt) = ln (p0 I <Jo) + st

[Da]

(Ptl qt) = (Pol qo) est

[Db]

A plot of ln(ptlqt) against t exhibits a linear relationship,
with a slope of s.

The value of s indicates how strain

A,

with genotypic frequency Pt, changes relative to strain a,
with genotypic frequency qt·

Strain

A

has a selective

advantage over strain a when s > 0, the relationship between
strain a and A is neutral when s

= 0 and strain a is has a

selective advantage over strain A whens< 0 (12, 34).
The selection coefficient, s, is a measure of
differential growth rate per unit time (12).

Suppose that

strain a had a growth rate of a, and strain

had a growth

rate of p.

.

A

The selection of strain a with respect to strain

A v..Duld occur at a rate e:;ruivalent to the relative difference

in growth rates between the two strains, or

(a-P)IP

(24).

2A

Values for the selection coefficient, s, are expressed
as selection per hour or selection per generation.

Contrary

to the discrete-generation models used in population
genetics, Dykhuizen found that selection per generation
increase:1 with chenostat generation tirre (11).

In his study,

tryptophan auxotrophs were at a selective disadvantage with
respect to wild-type E. coli.

Selection against the

auxotroph became greater as generation time increased, for
generation times of up to

3

h.

At generation times of

greater than 3 h, selection against the auxotroph dropped to
zero, indicating the absence of selection.
observe:1 that selection

was

Dykhuizen also

independent of cell density (11).

Matherra.tical rro::lels of l::B.cterio:i;;:>haqe interactions
The kinetics of l::B.cteriophage adsorption can be studie:1
directly by combining known quantities of bacteria and
bacteriophage, and measuring the decline in free phage over
time (38, 59).

From these data, one can obtain the

adsorption rate constant, y, using the fonrula,
ln (t/>0 I <Pt ) = yNt
where

</J

refers to phage density,

and tis time (59).

(14]
N

is the

n~r

of racteria,

Adsorption rates for E. coli T phages
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are typically 10-7 to 10-s contacts per milliliter per phage
per cell per hour (33, 36, 38).

Population dynamics of ba.cteria and ba.cteriophage have
been ITDdeled after the law of mass action by stud.ying the
coexistence of E. coli and its virulent T phages (35, 38).
Specifically, the mass action model predicts that a
bacteriophage and host encounter each other randomly at a
frequency that is jointly proportional to their
concentrations. The number of encounters that result in
successful phage attacks was described as ONp, 'Where ois the
attack rate constant,
available and

</>

N

is the nurriber of sensitive ba.cteria

is the nurriber of phage (35, 38) .

The attack

rate constant, o, can be estirrated from the adsorption rate
of virulent phage to host ta.cteria.
Levin (36) made a prediction for the frequency of
generalized transduction in a population of E. coli.

For his

estimate, he used an average value of 5 x 10-s for the
adsorption rate constant (38, 59) and a value of 10-s for the
prO:bability that a phage would be transmitting a particular
gene (18).

Multiplying these figures, he obtains a

probability of 5 x 10-13 that a single phage particle will
transfer a particular gene to a single ba.cterium in 1 ml in 1
hr.

For a population containing 107 cells per ml and an

equivalent nurrber of phages, he estimates that transduction
would occur at a rate of 5 x 10-6 per cell per hour.

The
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fn~quency

would te less if the te.cteria were resistant to the

phage or if the transducing phage DNA was degraded by the
host's restriction systan (36).
Mutant Accurrulation
Matherratical m:x:lels of spontaneous mutant accumulation
may prove to te useful for describing emerging transductant
populations.

Both mutant and transductant populations begin

with just one cell and increase in nurrU:er with the occurrence
of ne.v mutation or transduction events, respectively.
The accumulation of E. coli mutants resistant to
te.cteriophage has teen studied in continuous culture (30, 31,
48).

Under non-selective conditions the accumulation of

mutant, m, in a :p3.rent strain

N was

describe:l l::y

dm = b_N
dt T

[15]

where /..is the number of mutants produced per generation per
te.cteriurn and T is the cell generation tirre (48).

Therefore,

/../T is an expression of the number of mutants produced per
unit of time per bacterium.
accunulate at

any

The number of mutants that

tine t is:
[16]

From this equation, one can see that the rate of mutant
accumulation is linear with time.

To calculate the rate of

mutant accumulation, one plots the concentration of mutants
against time.

This gives the slope,

(A.IT)

N, which nay

then

be divided by the concentration of the parent strain, N, to

obtain the rate of rrutant accurrulation per unit of time,

A.IT.

Factors that rray influence transduction
The rate of transduction may be influenced by the
concentrations of the interacting corrponents and the ratios
between them.

As descrilro in a previous section, Levin (36)

suggests that the rate of transduction will be dependent upon
l:acteria and l:acteriophage densities.

Zeph et al. (66) found

that the fre<:JUency of transduction of E. coli by a cell-free
lysate of bacteriophage Pl increases as the MOI increases
from 0.3 to 9.5.

Saye et al.

(56) observed highest

frequencies of transduction at an intermediate ratio of
plasmid-bearing donors to lysogenic recipients.

Because the

ratio of nonlysogenic donors and lysogenic recipients would
cause differences in the MOI, they suggest that an optirral
IDI for transduction was achieved at tftis interrraliate donorto-recipient ratio.
Increased rates of transduction have also been found
when the recipient l:acteria are lysogenic for the transducing

recteriophage (2, 56, 57) .

Lysogens rray still be transduced

but are inm.me to superinfection cy that tacteriophage, thus
enhancing their ability to survive.

Benedik et al. (2) found

10- to 100-fold greater frequencies of F116 transduction in
P.

aeruginosa when using a F116 lysogen as the recipient.

In

their studies on Fl16-rrediated transduction in P. aeruginosa,
Saye et al. (56, 57) examined frequencies of gene transfer
when (i) the donor is lysogenic and the recipient is
nonlysogenic (ii) the donor is nonlysogenic and the recipient
is lysogenic and (iii) the donor and recipient are both
lysogenic.

They observed highest transduction frequencies

when a lysogen was used as the recipient and a non-lysogen
was used as the donor.

In these closed chambers, the

spontaneous induction of lysogens provided a continual source
of transducing :r;::erticles to the system.
When considering the possibility of a gene transfer
event occurring between genetically engineered l:acteria and
the indigenous population, Lenski (32) discusses the
importance of considering the fitness of the recombinant
organism and gene.

The likelihood of a recombinant gene

being transferred is dependent upon the persistence of the
recombinant organism in the environment.

The more fit a

released organism is, the greater the chance of its
persistence and the transfer of its engineered genetic
material.

However, it is necessary that the released
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organism be fit

enough to perform its intended

biotechnological function.

Also, the length of time that a

recombinant organism can persist in the environment would
depend upon the scale of its release (32).

Lenski (32)

states that an engineered gene transferred to an indigenous
organism will be consequential only if it provides some
sela::tive advantage.

Q1APIBR III

MATERIALS AND METHODS

B3cterial strains, plasmids, and racteriophages
All P. aeruginosa strains, their roles in this study and
relevant genotypes are listed in Table 1.

The

P.

aeruginosa

plasmid Rrrs149 is non-rrobile (Tra- :MJb- l arr1 carries genes for
resistance to carbenicillin, gentarnicin, streptol11'fcin, and
sulfonamide (56).

The generalized transducing racteriophage

F116 (21) has been shown to efficiently transduce plasmid
Rrrs149

INA.

(56).
Media and cell qrCMTth

Unless otherwise indicated, racteria used in all routine
laboratory procedures were grown in Luria broth or on L-agar
plates (44).

When required for selection, antibiotics were

used in the following concentrations: rifampicin, 75 µg/rnl;
carbenicillin, 500 µg/ml; nalidixic acid, 500 µg/ml;
streptol11Ycin, 1000 µg/ml; and chloramphenicol, 200 µg/ml.
Transductants were selected on L-agar containing higher
concentrations of rifampicin (600 µg/ml) and carbenicillin
(1000 µg/ml) to discourage growth of revertants.
solutions of nalidixic acid
30

(Sigrra, St. Louis,

MJ) .

Stock
were

TABLE 1

Characteristics and roles of Pseudaronas aeruginosa strains used in the rrcd.el
Strain

Role in rrodel

Relevant characteristicsa

PAOl

INDICATOR

Prototroph

none

33

PATl

INDICATOR

Prototroph

none

14

RM2141

PRECURSOR OF IX>NOR

met-9011

Rrns149

46

RM2235'

IX>NOR

na1A5 amiE200

Rrns149

This study

RM300

RECIPIENT

rif-901 chl-901

F116 lysogen

none

This study

RM4412

TRANSDUCTANT

rif-901 chl-901

F116 lysogen

Rrnsl49

This study

RM287

MOCK RECIPIENT

rif-901 chl-901

none

This study

RM289

MOCK TRANSDUCTANT

rif-901 chl-901

Rrns149

This study

nalA5

amiE200

Plasmid

Source or Reference

a.cenotype symbols follow the conventions recomnended by Dernerec et al. (8).

~
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prepared in O. 01 N NaOH at so· rrg/ml.

Rifarrpicin (SiQITB) was

dissolved in rrethanol to 75 rrg/rnl before use.
Those experiments requiring selection on minirra.l medium
agar were done using Pseudomonas Minimal Medium (PMM) (44)
supplemented with 0.4% (w/v) glucose and 1.8% (w/v) Bactoagar.

Charostat experirrents and retch studies were perfonred

using a variation of Pseudomonas Minimal Medium where the
sodium citrate was omitted (PMM-c).

Sodium citrate was

excluded tecause it was found to serve as a source of carron.
The medium was supplemented with yeast extract as the sole
nutrient source.

Selection for the ability to use acetamide

as a sole carron and nitrogen source (Ami+) was performe::i on
FMM-c agar containing 0.01 M acetamide.
Cultures grown for routine lalx>ratory procedures were
incub:ited at 37oC..

Cherrostat and retch culture studies were

carried out at rcxm terrperature to represent conditions that
may occur in the environment.

Liquid culture growth of P.

aeruginosa was monitored in Klett-Surrmerson flasks which
permitted the reading of Klett 660 values using a KlettSurnmerson Photoelectric Colorimeter (Klett Mfg. Co., New
York, NY).
Pacteriophage titration and lysate prep:rration
Bacteriophage titrations were prepared by combining a
sanple of the desired dilution of the phage preparation, 0.10.2 ml of indicator recteria in mid-exp:)nential grcwth phase,
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and 2 . 5 ml of lanWa top-agaf· (45) .

This mixture was poured

over L-agar plates, incuffited overnight at 37CX::., and examined
for the nunit:er of plaque-forming units (PFU) .
Cell-free phage lysates were prepared in a similar
rranner, using 0.1-0.2 ml of an overnight culture of the host
bacterium and approximately 107 PFUs per plate.

After

overnight incubation, the phage were harvested by reITDving
the top-agar to a screw-cap tube.

The L-agar was rinsed with

1. 5 ml IB, which was added to the top-agar.

One-tenth volume

of chloroform was added to the tube to lyse the bacteria.
The mixture was shaken vigorously and centrifuged for 20 min
at 5,000 rpm in a

Sorvall GLC-2B centrifuge.

The

supernatant fluid was filtered through a 0.45 µm filter,
titered, and stored at 4oC.
Transductions
Transductions were performed as described 1:y Miller and
Ku (44) to construct strains and to evaluate media for
optinal transductant recovery.

For the transductions, cell-

free F116 lysates were prepared on the desired strain as
descril::BJ. in a previous section.

The strain to be transduced

was grown to late-exponential phase and infected with phage
over a range of multiplicities of infection (MOI),
distributed around an equivalent number of phage and
bacteria.

Cell-free lysates of F116 were added at

concentrations to give MOis of 100.0, 10.0, 1.0, 0.1, and
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o.Ol.

The transduction mixtures were spread onto selective

rredia and incurnted for 1-2 days at 3702.
Prewration of plasmid INA
Plasmid INA miniprep'.3Iations used for transfonra.tion and
for verification of the transductant genotype were carried
out using the alkaline-lysis procedure described by Maniatis
(41).

The protocol was followed as indicated with the

exception that the phenol:chloroform extraction of DNA was
perfonred twice.
Construction of strains
Several bacterial strains were constructed for use in
the transduction system.

The plasmid-donating strain,

RM2235, was constructed from the strain RM2141 (57).

Strain

RM2141 carries plasmid RrrB149 and has distinctive chrarosorral
markers including nalidixic acid resistance (nalA5),
methionine auxotrophy (met-9011), and the inability to grow
on acetamide as a sole source of carbon (amiE200).

Strain

RM2235 was constructed by transducing RM2141 to methionine
prototrophy using a F116 lysate ma.de on P. aeruginosa PAOl
and selecting for transductants on Pseudomonas

Minimal

Me::lium plates.
The plasmid-free nonlysogen, RM287, was obtained by
isolating a spontaneous mutant of P. aeruginosa PAOl,
resistant to the antibiotics rifampicin (rif-901) and
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chloramphenicol ( chl-901) . · A resistant mutant was first
selected on rifarrpicin (75 µg/ml) and then used to select for
a chlorarrphenicol resistant mutation (200 µg/ml) .

Strain

RM300 is a F116 lysogen of RM287, and was obtained by
spotting a tBcteriophage Fl16 lysate onto a top-agar overlay
of RM287.
to resist

The lyscgenic variant was selected for its ability
s~r-infection

and thus grow in the area where the

phage lysate had been spotted.
Strain RM289 (mock-transductant), was constructed by
transforming RM287 with plasmid Rrns149 using the MgC1 2
transformation procedure for P.

aeruginosa

(42).

TransfonTBI1ts were selected for plasmid-encoded carbenicillin
resistance.
D:?termination of cell densities in tBtch culture
Batch culture experiments were performed in PMM-c
supplemented with a range of yeast extract concentrations to
determine the resultant cell densities.

Thirty-three tubes

containing 1 ml of FMM-c were supplerrented with yeast extract
to give final concentrations ranging from to 1 x l0-9 % to
0.1% (w/v) yeast extract.

The tubes were inoculated with

0.01 ml of an exponential-phase culture to concentrations of
102, 103, or 104 cells/ml, using less cells for lower
dilutions of yeast extract.
200 rpm for 2 days at 37oC.

The tubes were incutBted with at
The resulting cell densities

were determined on L-agar plates.
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Grcwth Orrves
Maximal growth rates were determined by monitoring
changes in cell density in growing cultures using the Klettsummerson Photoelectric Colorimeter.

Duplicate flasks

containing 10 ml of PMM-c supplemented with 0.5% yeast
extract were inoculated to approxirrately 5 Klett 660 units with
the bacterial strain.

Frequent readings of the Klett 660

values were ma.de during growth, until the cultures reached
awroxirrately 100 Klett 660 units. The ma.xirral specific grc:wth
rates were taken fran the exr::onential period of cell growth.
Determination of transducing-particle-to-total-phage ratio
Batch experiments were perfonned at various donor-torecipient ratios to detennine the number of transducing
particles per bacteriophage.

Flasks containing 50 ml of

PMM-c with 0.5% yeast extract were inoculated with
exponential phase cultures at donor-to-recipient ratios from
42:1 to 1:244 to give a total concentration of 3 x 106
cells/ml.

The flasks were incub3.ted at room tarperature on a

rotating platform at 200 rpm.

At 16 h and 25 h, the flasks

were assayed for concentrations of recipient, donor,
racteriophage, and transducing p:rrticles.
The transducing particle concentrations were determined
in the following ma.nner.

Ten milliliters of the culture

sarrple was spun for 20 min at 5,000 rpm in a
centrifuge.

Sorvall GLC-2B

The supernatant fluid was filtered through a

0.45 µm filter to exclude

an.Y rerTB.ining :t:Bcteria and used to

transduce an exp:Jnential phase recipient strain at an MJI of
0.1.

The transduction mixture was spread on selective plates

and incu:t:Bted two days at 37oC..

The number of transductant

colonies that appeared was used as an indication of the
nwnber of transducing particles present in the original
sarrple.
Pregrration and inoculation of cherrostat
The Bioflo C32 fermenter (New Brunswick Scientific,
Edison, NJ) was used for all chernostat experiments.

In

preparation for each run, 10 liters of PMM-c supplemented
with the desired concentration of yeast extract was
autoclaved with the cherrostat reactor vessel and attachrrents.
After sterilization, the cherrostat reactor vessel was filled
with ITB'.liurn.
The chernostat was inoculated in the following wanner.
Overnight cultures of bacteria were grown in LB under the
appropriate selection.

These cultures were diluted to 10

Klett 660 units in PMM-c suwlerrented with 0.5% yeast extract.
When the cultures reached mid-exponential phase (55 Klett 660
units), cells were washed once with the cherrostat rrediurn and
used to inoculate the cherrostat.

All trials were conducted

aerobically at room terrperature with an agitation rate of 200
rpn.
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Proce::lure for transduction charostat exQE:?rirrents
Transduction experiments were inoculated with the
recipient strain, RM300, and the donor strain, RM2235 at
concentrations indicated in the specific experiments.

In

initial transduction trials, the nutrient purrp was turned on
to the desired dilution rate at the time of inoculation.

In

later experiments, there was an initial 48 h batch period
before the purrp was activated.

This batch period allowed

transductants to accumulate to a detectable level so that
changes in their densities could be ITDnitored.
At least once a day, the chemostat was sampled and
bacterial concentrations were determined on L-agar selection
plates as follows: 'recipients on rifarnpicin, donors on
nalidixic acid, .Rmsl49 containing cells on carbenicillin, and
transductants on rifarrpicin and carbenicillin.

Also, a total

cell count was performed on L-agar alone.

To obtain

significant numbers of transductants, it was necessary to
pellet 15 to 200 ml in a Sorvall GLC-2B centrifuge for 10 min
at 5,000 rpm before performing plate counts.

The number of

bacteriophage were determined by titering the supernatant
fluid, using P. aeruginosa PAOl as indicator strain or P.
aeruginosa PAOl and PATl in experiments where the cryptic

phage was present.
Procedure for control charostat experirrents
Control experiments were peformed using P:MM-c
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supplerrented with 4 x l0-5% yeast extract, resulting in donor
(RM2235) and ITDck-recipient (RM287) concentrations of 105-106
cells/ml.

The mock-transductant strain (RM289) was

inoculated at approxirrately 101 cells/ml.

The nutrient purrp

was turned at the time of inoculation.

The chemostat was

sampled for concentrations of mock-recipient, donor, and
mock-transductant in the same manner as described above.
Although none were expected, the sarrple vvas also assayed for
bacteriophage

by

titering the supernatant fluid, using P.

aeruginosa PAOl as the indicator strain.
Verification of transductants
The identity of transductants isolated in chemostat
experiments was verified l:y replica plating transductants
onto other selective media.

Transductants were confinned l:y

their ability to grow in the presence of chlorarrphenicol and
streptorrvcin and on PMM-c plates with acetamide as the sole
carbon source.

Transductants were additionally verified by

their inability to grow on L-agar containing nalidixic acid.
Selected transductants were examined further by performing
plasmid minipreparations, vvhich were restriction digested and
analyzed l:y agarose gel electrophoresis.
Restriction digestions and gel electrophoresis
Minipreparations of plasmid

il.JA

were digested with EcoRL

(Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianap::>lis, rn) using the conditions
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suggested by the manufacturer.

The digestions were

tenninated cy the addition of tracking dye consisting of 30%
(w/v) glycerol, 7% (w/v) sodium lauryl sulfate, and 0.07%
(w/v) brorrophenol blue.

The INA fragments were separated Pi

electrophoresis through an agarose gel containing 0.7% (w/v)
agarose and 0. 7 µg/ml ethidium bromide in IBE buffer.

IBE is

corrposed of 0.089 M Tris-base, 0.089 M boric acid, and 0.002
M EDTA (pH 8.3) (15).

The DNA samples were loaded into

wells, including one well of Hin::llII-digested lambja INA as a
molecular-weight marker.

A constant voltage of 100 V was

applied to the gel until the brorrophenol blue dye front had
traveled at least 100 rrm.

The gel was visualized on a UV

transilluminator (Ultraviolet Products, Inc., San Gabriel,
CA) and photographed.
Identification of lyscx:rens
Donors obtained from the transduction experiments were
examined to determine the percentage which had become
lysogens, as evidenced by the spontaneous induction of
infectious phage particles from F116 prophage.

This was

accorrplished by transferring eight to twenty-four colonies
into the wells of microtiter plates containing approximately
0.2 ml of LB in each well.

These were incul::Bted with shaking

for at least 5 h at 37oC.

The microtiter plates were then

spun in a Sorvall GLC-2B centrifuge for 10 min at 4,000 rpn.
Five microliters of supernatant fluid from each well were
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spottffi onto a top-agar overlay of

P. aeruginosa

PAOl.

After

overnight incubation at room terrperature, the plates were
exarninm for phage clearing of the indicator strain.
Statistical rrethods
Significance between experimental parameters was
determined by linear regression analysis using the
statistical program, SYSTAT (1989, Systat Inc., Evanston,
IL).

The null hypothesis was rejected, and the correlation

considerffi significant, at
less.

p

values (protebility) of 0.05 or

Bacterial growth rates, and their standard errors,

were determined from the coefficients obtained in linear
regression analysis.
Multiple linear regression analysis was performed to
determine the significance between experimental parameters
and the transduction rate.

A multiple linear regression

m::x:lel tests the significance of rrore than one variable on a
dependent variable.

Squarffi rrultiple correlations (R2) and p

values were computed for each multiple linear regression
m:Xlel.

Values for the selection coefficient and transduction
rate were determined by using experimental data for the
variables in Equations [17] and [25] and solving for the best
fit values of s and ~(T/N)trans· These values, and their
standard errors, were calculatm with the nonlinear rrodeling
function of SYSTAT.

This function begins with an initial
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estimate of the parameter value and modifies it in small
steps until the fit of the curve to the data is as close as
possible.

The best fit is determined by nonlinear least

squares, which minimizes the squared deviation of the
dependent variable values from values estimated by the
function at the sane independent variable data points.

01APIER IV

CREATil\G A MATHEMATICAL illDEL

Intrcduction
In order to understand the dynamics of the transductant
phenotype in the continuous culture experiments, a two-part
model was created to separate and identify the effects of
selection and transduction.

The selection term describes the

change in the relative concentration of transductants due to
negative or positive selection.

The transduction term

describes the rate at which transduction events add new
transductants to a population.
Selection
As

described in the Literature Review, corrpetition in

continuous culture may be described by the change in the
ratio of tv.D carpeting genotypes, or
Ptlqt

=

(PolCJo) (w1/W2) t

[12a]

= ln(p0 /CJo)

[12b]

ln(ptlqt)

where

p

+ tln(w1 /w2 )

and q are the frequencies of the genotypes, w1 and w2

are their respective fitnesses, and t is time in generations
or hours (17).

The term ln(w1 /w2 ) is a measure of the
43
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relative difference in fitneBS and is often expressed as the
selection coefficient, s, or (7, 12, 34),
[13a]
In the control experiments, the transductant phenotype
is a minor component of the total population.

Its

concentration does not contribute significantly the total
cell density.

Therefore, the ratio of transductants to non-

transductants can be approximated as the frequency of
transductants per total.

Selection of transductants nay then

te described as

ln(T/N) =ln(T0 !N0 )
(Tt!Nt)

=

+st

(T0 /N0 ) est:

[17a]
[17b]

where T represents the concentration of transductants, N is
the total concentration and s is the selection coefficient.
Equation [17] states that for any time, t, the relative
proportion of transductants to total cells changes fran the
initial ratio by a factor of est.
The value for the selection coefficient, s, will be
positive or negative depending on whether the transductant
phenotype,

T,

is more or less fit than the majority

phenotype, represented by N.

Values for the selection

coefficient nay te errpirically determined from changes in the
relative concentrations of these populations over tine.
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Trarsduction
To model population dynamics in transduction
experiments, it was necessary to develop an expression to
describe how the fn:oquency of transductants would change when
both selection and transduction were occurring.

Equations

were formulated to describe how the transductant frequency
\A.Ould be expected to change after each generation.
With selection alone, the relative frequency of two
strains change each generation as descriOO:l cy (17),
[10]
where·p and q represent the concentrations of two competing
populations, and w1 and w2 , are their respective fitnesses
(see Literature Review) .

Equation [10] was m:xlified for the

transduction experiments, where transductants,
minor corrp::ment of the total population,

N.

T,

rrake up a

Let f represent

the selection factor, or the fitness of transductants
relative to the rest of the population.

'Therefore, values of

f greater than one WJuld indicate positive selection, whereas

values of f less than one would signify negative selection.
With selection alone, the transductant-to-total ratio would
change after each generation as
(T/N)2

=

(T/N}1 f

[18]
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Therefore, the selection factor, f, relates to the selection
coefficient s, in the follONing way:

s = lnf

[19]

A transduction term was added to Equation [18] to
include the addition of newly formed transductants in the
population.

The relative increase in transductants from

selection and transduction after each generation v..ould :te
(T/N)2

=

(T/N)i f

+ t-.(T!NJtrans

[20]

where t-. (Tl NJ trans is the increase in the number of
transductants per total per generation due to transduction.
The term t-.(T!N)trans is constant when the donor and recipient
populations are stable and present at much greater
concentrations than transductants.

Under these conditions,

the transducing particle density is constant and transduction
does not cause significant changes in the recipient
concentration.
Hypothetical values of (T/N) 0 ,
input into Equation [20] .

f,

and t-.(T/Nhrans were

Transductant-to-total ratios were

calculated for 50 generations using the BASIC program given
in the Appendix.

Changes in the transductant-to-total ratio

were corrputed for various values of initial ratio, (T/N) 0 ,
selection factor, f, and transduction rate, t-.(T/N)trans·
individual effects of each variable were examined.

'Ihe
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Conditions of positive selection (f >1) resulted in an
continuously increasing proportion of transductants in the
population.

This increase was rrore rapid as the value for

selection factor increased (Figure 4).

Both positive

selection and the formation of transductants acted to
increase the proportion of transductants in the population.
If all members of the population have identical nutritional
requirements, positively selected transductants could
eventually outcompete the other bacterial strains.

Under

neutral selection (f = 1), the transductant-to-total ratio
increases linearly at a rate equivalent to the relative rate
of transduction,

ti.(TINhrans

(Figure 4).

Under conditions of negative selection (f <l), the
transductant-to-total ratio was found to approach a limit at
which transductants stabilize relative to the rest of
population.
(Tl N) oo,

The limiting transductant-to-total ratio,

was influenced ly the selection factor (Figure 5) and

transduction rate (Figure 6). Observations of limiting
transductant-to-total ratios, (TIN)oo, revealed the foll0t1ing
relationship with selection factor, f, and transduction rate,
ti. (Tl Nhrans :

lim
l->00

In

(TIN)

=

ti.(TIN)trans

[21]

l-f

addition, transductant-to-total ratio limit ar:peared to be

awroached in a first-order exp:>nential rranner.
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Fig. 4. Calculated changes in the transductant-to-total
ratios for conditions of positive selection. Ratios were
calculated from Equation [20] using an initial transductantto-total ratio, (T/N) 0 , of 1 x 10-7 and a transduction rate,
~(T/N)trans1 of 4 x io-8 transductants formed per total per
generation. Under positive selection, transductant-to-total
ratios increased continuously and did not reach a limit.
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Fig. 6. Calculated changes in the transductant-to-total
ratios over a range of transduction rates. Ratios were
calculated fran Equation [20] using an initial transductantto-total ratio, (T/N) 0 , of 1 x 10-7 and a selection factor,
f, of 0_9. The transductant-to-total ratios increase or
decrease until reaching a limiting value, as described by
Equation [21] .
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The selection factor was then varied for conditions of
negative selection.

The calculated transductant-to-total

ratios either increased or decreased frcm the initial ratio,
until reaching the limiting ratio as given b.Y Equation [21]
(Figure 5).

The value of the limiting ratio increased with

the selection factor, f.

Under corrplete negative selection

(f =0), transductants are predicted to stabilize at a ratio

equivalent to the relative nunber of transductants fomro per
generation, ll(T/Nhrans·
Increasing the transduction rate also resulted in higher
limiting values of the transductant-to-total ratio (Figure
6).

The ratio either increased or decreased from the its

initial value to approach the limiting value as given b.Y
B::pation [21] .
The initial proportion of transductants in the
population does not affect the transductant-to-total limiting
ratio (Figure 7).

Independent of the initial ratio,

(T!N) 0

,

the transductant-to-total ratio increased or decreased to
awroa.ch the limit as describ::d ty Equation [21] .
Given a limiting value, as in cases of negative
selection, one may describe the exponential change in the
transductant-to-total ratio in terms of a first-order
reaction (64), that is,
( T/N)oo - (TIN) g

=

e

ln(f )g

(T!N)oo - (T/N)o

When this EqUation is solved for

(T/N)g,

one obtains:

[22]
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(T!N)g

=

(T/N)oo -

[ (T/N)oo -

(T/N) 0

]

eln(f

[23]

)g

Taking the natural logarithm, and rearranging Equation [23],
pennits the equation to be expressed in a linear form, or
ln[(T/N)oo- (T/N)g]

= ln(f )g

+ ln[(T/N)oo - (T/N) 0 ]

[24]

Equation [24] indicates that values of ln[ (T/N)oo- (T/N)g J
plotted against generations, g, gives a linear slope
equivalent to lnf

(Figure 8).

If the term (T/N)ooin Equation [23], is substituted with
the right side of Equation [21] , we obtain,
(T/N)g

= li(T/N)trans
1-f

-

[ li(T!N\rans 1-f

(T!N) 0

]

eln(f

)g

[25]

Given experimental values for transductant concentration,
total concentration, generations and selection factor,
Equation [25] ITBY be solved for ti(T!N)trans· The selection
factor may be determined from control experiments where
transduction cannot occur.
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RESULTS

The Transduction Systan
In the transduction system, transduction was determined
by quantifying the transfer of plasmid markers from a
plasmid-bearing donor (RM2235) to the plasmid-free, lysogenic
recipient (RM300) .

Transductants were identified by the

possession of antibiotic rrarkers from both plasmid Rms149 and
the recipient, RM300.

The absence of chromosorral markers

from the donor strain, RM2235, served as a secondary
confimation.
Control experiments were performed with nonlysogenic
strains to eliminate the introduction of phage to the systan,
thereby preventing transduction.

Without the occurrence of

transduction, the effects of selection alone on the
transductant phenotype could be identified.

In the control

experiments mock-recipient (RM287) and mock-transductant
(RM289) were used in place of the recipient and transductant

strains.

These nonlysogenic strains were otherwise identical

to their lysogenic variants.
Experiments were performed at environmentally relevant
concentrations (see Literature Revie.tV) .
54

Parameters including
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cell concentration, generation time, and donor-to-recipient
ratio, were varied to determine their effects on the rate of
transduction.
GrCMJth rates

The donor, recipient, transductant, ITDCk-recipient and
ITDck-transductant strains were developed as described. in the
Materials and Methods section.

Each strain plays a specific

role in the transduction model and possesses several
distinctive characteristics (Table 1).

In the control

experiments, nonlysogenic strains were used in place of
lyscgenic ones to prevent the occurrence of transduction.

In

an effort to determine the validity of this substitution,
experiments were conducted to determine how the maximal
specific grc:wth rates differ l:Btween these strains.
Batch cultures of each strain were grown in duplicate
PMM-c supplemented with 0.5% yeast extract.

lil

Cell densities

were monitored over a 7 h period using a Klett-Surrmerson
Photoelectric Colorimeter supplied with a 660 nm filter.
Figures 9-11 shOtJ the changes in l:B.cterial cell densities that
were ob3erved over tine.
Maxirral specific grONth rates were obtained by analyzing
periods of exponential increase.

Growth rate, µ, was

determined using the fornula,
N!No= eJit

[2b]
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over time in duplicate trials. Growth in PMM-c media
supplemented with 0.5% yeast extr act was observed for the
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where

N

represents l:::Bcterial "density and t is time in hours.

Table 2 gives the maximal specific growth rates and the
corresponding doubling times for all of the strains used in
the transduction rrodel.

The plasmid-bearing donor, RM2235,

was found to have the fastest rate of grc:wth.
Interestingly, the plasmid-bearing strains, RM4412 and
RM289, grew significantly faster than the otherwise identical
plasmid-free strains RM300 and RM287.

Previous studies on the

effect of l:::Bcterial plasmids on cell growth rate show that
many, but not all, plasmids cause an increase in host cell
generation time, presunably due to the extra burden on the
econarv of the cell (12) .
The nonlyscgenic strains, RM289 and RM287, gre;v sorne.Nhat
slower than their lysogenic derivatives, RM4412 and RM300.
Contrasting results have been found in

E.

coli (13, 39), vvhere

lambda lysogens have been found to reproduce faster than
nonlysogens.

Growth differences were observed only under

glucose limiting conditions, where lanWa lysogens rraintained
a high rretabJlic rate, vvhile the rretabJlic rate of nonlyscgens
declined.

The increased fitness of the lysogen was found to

require the lambda rex gene, whose function is not fully
understood (39).

It has been postulated that the lanWa rex

gene rray cause rrod.ifications in the l:::Bcterial rnarbrane, rraking
the lysogen to better able to assimilate the limiting
nutrients (39).

The slower growth rates of F116 lysogens in

this study rray indicate the atsence of a gene analagous to

TABLE 2

M3xirral s:i;:::ecific grcwth rates of P. aeruginosa strains rreasured in tB.tch culture

Strain

Role in Model

Maximal Specific Growth Rates (h-1)

Doubling Time

trial 1

trial 2

average ± std dev

(min)

RM2235

OONOR

0.5012

0.5297

0.516 ± 0.020

80.7

RM289

MOCK TRANSDUCTANT

0.5381

0.4664

0.502 ± 0.051

82.8

RM4412

TRANSDUCTANT

0.4824

0. 4696

0.476 ± 0.009

87.4

RM287

MOCK RECIPIENT

0. 4713

0.4338

0.453 ± 0.027

91. 9

RM300

RECIPIENT

0.4368

0.4572

0.447 ± 0.014

93.1

a

@_

iarnbda's rex gene, which allows increased fitness of its
rocterial host under adverse environrrental conditions.
EstirrBtes for selection in the continuous culture m:Xiel
were ITB.de from the rraxirrBl specific growth rates observed. in
batch culture (Table 2).

Because the donor strain had the

greatest rate of growth, it

ITBY be

expected to present the

rrost corrpetition to the transductant population.

The arrount

of selection expected in the transduction chemostat
experiments was estirrata:l f ran the rraxirral gravth rates of the
transductant strain (0.476/h) and donor strain (0.516/h) in
batch culture.

The selection coefficient was calculated. as

the relative difference between the these two batch growth
rates or

(a-~)/~,

where a is the maximal growth rate of the

transductant and
(11, 24).

~

is the maximal growth rate of the donor

Based on growth rates in batch culture, the

transductant populations in charostat experinents

ITBY

expecta:l

to decrease at a rate of -0.0775 or 7.75% per h.
Selection coefficients for control cherrostat experirrents
were estirnata:J from differences in the growth rates of the
ITDck-transductant (0.502/h) and the donor (0.516/h) strains in
batch culture.

Decrease in the relative concentration of

ITDck-transductants was estimated. at -0.0271 or 2.71% per h,
suggesting that there would be greater selection against the
transductant population in the transduction experiments than
against the ITDCk-transductants in the control experinents.
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The mathematical model presented in the preceding
chapter expresses changes in transductant frequency as the
result of both selection and transduction.

The effect of

selection alone in the transduction experiments is estinated
from selection of the mock-transductant in control
experiments, where transduction cannot occur.

However, the

transductant strain was found to grow somewhat slower than
the its nonlysogenic derivative in b3tch culture (Table 2).
Therefore selection experienced by the transductants in the
transduction experiments may be greater than selection
experienced by the mock-transductants in the control
experiments.

Thus, the contribution of selection in

transduction experiments may be underestimated.

In the

mathewatical ITDdel, an underestimation of selection would
lead to an underestirration of transduction as well.

However,

this situation is preferred, since it insures that elevated
levels of transductants in the transduction experiments way

be attributed to the occurrence of transduction, and not to
increased fitness of the transductant strain.
~tennination

of transducing r:article-to-total phage ratio

The production of transducing particles is a relatively
infrequent event.

With concentrations of transducing

r:erticles as lCMT as 0.01/ml, it was not practical to assay for
their concentrations directly from the cherrostat.

Therefore,

experirrents were perform:rl to determine the frequency at which
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transduction particles are produced, so that their
concentrations could be estimated from titers of total
bacteriophage.

In the transduction systan, where the donor is

the plasmid-bearing parent, only the lysis of donors will
result in the production of plasmid-containing transducing
p:irticles.
As

it was possible that transducing-particle frequency

might depend on the ratio of plasmid-bearing donors and
lysogenic recipients present, an experiment was designed to
determine whether altering the donor-to-recipient ratio WJuld
affect the proportion of transducing p:rrticles produced in the
phage-particle population.

Five batch cultures were

inoculated with varying amounts of donor and recipient
bacteria to yield donor-to-recipient ratios of 42:1 to 1:244.
The cultures were assayed for the number of plasmid-bearing
transductants they could produce.

Single measurements of

transducing particle (P) and bacteriophage Fll6 virion

(¢)

concentrations, determined at 16 h and 24 h, are presented in
Table 3.
It was found that the density of phage increased with the
donor-to-recipient ratio.

However, the ratio of plasmid-

containing transducing particles per phage remained fairly
constant over the range of donor-to-recipient ratios explored.
These observations indicate that phage t:Brticles were produced
predaninantly fran the lysis of plasmid-bearing donor cells.

TABLE 3

Concentrations of transducing particle and phage F116, and their ratios
observed in batch culture experiments

Tri.al

Incubati.on
Ti.me (h)

Donor:
Reci.pi.enta

transd parti.cle
densi.tyb

phage
densi.ty
(<j>)

(P)

transd parti.cle:
phage rati.o
(P/<1>)

-------------------~---~-~----

1

25

42.0

4.4 x 103

4.0 x 1010

1.1 x 10- 7

2

16

5.0

7.0 x 103

1.0 x 1010

7 .0 x 10- 7

25

3.1

4.8 x 103

2.5 x 1010

1. 9 x 10- 7

16

0.10

5.6 x 103

6.8 x 109

8. 3 x 10- 7

25

0.17

2.3 x 103

9 .1 x 109

2. 5 x 10- 7

16

0.024

1. 2 x 103

2.0 x 109

6. 0 x 10- 7

25

0.012

4.8 x 102

1.1 x 109

4.4 x 10- 7

16

0.010

2.0 x 101

7.0 x 107

2. 9 x 10- 7

25

0.0041

5.1 x 100

2.3 x 107

2. 2 x 10- 7

3

4

5

·---------------------------------~-~----

a At total cell concentrati.ons of 108-109 eel ls per ml.
bvalues for transduci.ng parti.cles obtained by selecti.ng for
ri. fampi.ci.n and carbeni.ci.lli.n
selecti.on plates.

plasmi.d beari.ng transductants on

~
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The average value for the transducing-particles-to-totalphage ratio was 4. 0 ± 2. 5 x 10-7 P I</>.

This value was used to

estimate the densities of plasmid-containing transducing
p:3Iticles in the ch81Dstat experinents .
Evaluation of rra:lia for transductant recovery
Experiments were performed to determine whether the
choice of prirrary selective agent (i.e., antibiotics) had an
effect on the efficiency of transductant recovery.

The

recipient strain, RM300, was transduced using a cell-free F116
lysate prepared on the plasmid-bearing strain, RM2235.

The

transduction mixture was divided and spread on onto plates
containing selective rredia, one for each different antibiotic
corribination.

Transduction of the plasmid was ascertained t:y

the transfer of the carbenicillin or streptonycin resistance
ma.rker. Recovery on rifanpicin was also examined because of
its use as a counterselection against donors in the
transduction systen.
Table 4 gives the apparent transduction frequencies for
each of the antibiotic selection media tested.

Transduction

frequencies are reported as the number of transductants per
plaque forming unit (PFU).

Selection on carbenicillin allc:wed

for the greatest recovery of transductants.

Streptomycin

selection resulted in up to 1370-fold lower apparent
transduction frequencies.

This observation ma_y be due to

differences in b:l.cterial

survival

resulting

fran

the

'IlIBLE 4

Efficiency of various prinary selective rre:lia for the
recovery of transductants of RM300 with plasmid Rms149

Number of transductants/106 PFU

MOI

Cb Sm Rfa

Sm Rf

Cb Rf

100

0.0005

0.0006

0.34

0.42

10

0.0006

<

0.0006b

0.82

1. 5

1. 0

0.006

<

0.006b

0.25

3.9

0.1

6.1

9.3

0.01

14.8

8.0

Cb

3rhe abbreviations Cb, Sm, and Rf refer to the antibiotics
carbenicillin, streptomycin, and rifarrpicin respectively.
b.rhese values indicate experimental detection limits for the MOis
indicated.

different inhibitory actions of the two antibiotics.
Streptomycin blocks the polymerization of amino acids in
protein synthesis, 'Whereas carbenicillin interferes with cell
wall synthesis (16).

Therefore, transductants retrieved on

carbenicillin selective rrediurn have a greater opportunity to
express their resistance, thus increasing their frequency of
survival.

All transductants retrieved on carbenicillin

selection plates were found to be resistant to streptonycin
as well. Because carbenicillin allowed for the highest
recovery of transductants, it was chosen as the primary
selection marker for enumerating transductants in the
cherrostat experirrents.
Malia selection
The cherrostat experirrents were perfonred in FMM-c rrediurn
supplemented with yeast extract as the sole nutritional
source.

In preparation for the chemostat studies,

preliminary experiments were performed in batch culture to
determine the cell densities that could be supported by a
range of yeast extract concentrations.

Growth tubes of

minimal media were prepared using yeast extract
concentrations ranging from 10-1 to l0-9% (w/v).

Ten

microliters of exponential-phase recipient (RM300) were
inoculated into each tube to give 102, 103, or 104 cells/ml,
using less cells for lower dilutions of yeast extract.

The

cultures were enumerated after two days by plate counts.

f:8

Yeast extract concentrations and the recipient cell densities
that resulted are shown in Figure 12.

These initial batch

experiments aided in determining the concentrations of yeast
extract needed to obtain specific cell densities in
continuous culture.
The Control Experirrents :
I:Btermining the selection coefficient
To quantify the effects of selection alone on the
transductant phenotype, control experiments were perfonned
using nonlysogenic strains.

Because no source of phage was

added to the system, transduction could not occur.

The

control experiments were perfonned as outlined in Figure 13.
Inoculurn from rrock-transductant (RM289), donor (RM2235) and
rrock-recipient (RM287) cultures were added to the cherrostat
vessel containing PMM-c supplemented with 4 x l0-5% yeast
extract.

Yeast

extract

supplied at

this concentration

was found to support 10s to 106 CFU/rnl (Figure 12).

The

ITDck-transductants were introduced as a minority population,
<10~%

of the total cell concentration, to mimic an emerging

transductant population.

After inoculation, the pump was

activated to begin continuous flow at the selected dilution
rate.

The reservoir was sampled at least once daily as

described in the M3.terials and Methods section.

The sarrples

were assayed for concentrations of donors, rrock-recipients,
and rrock-transductants.
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TIME (days)
prior to
run

Fill chemostat with chosen medium

lnnoculate with mock recipient,
donor, and mock transductant. Sample
Activate pump.

---------Sample

2

Sample
Enumerate on selective media:

3

Sample

A

Donors
Recipients
Mock transductants

4

Sample

5

----------Sample

Experimental protocol for control experiments in
the chamstat.

Fig. 13.
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Control experiments were performed at cell generation
tines ranging fran 1.9 to 13.4 h.

Experirrents were evaluated

to determine how the relative number of rrock-transductants
changed with time.

Over the range of generation times

tested, the number of IIDCk-transductants per total was found
to decrease exponentially with time.

For each experiment,

the selection coefficient, s, was solved by inputting the
ratio of mock-transductants per total bacteria, T,!Nt,
observed at tirre-rnints, t, into the equation:
[17)
Values were calculated for selection per generation and
selection per hour (Table 5).

All values for the selection

coefficient were negative, indicating selection against the
rrock-transductant.

Figures

14-16

show the changes in the

relative concentration of rrock-transductants observed over
generations in continuous culture.
The rate of selection per hour was not dependent on
generation tirre.

Selection per hour had an average value of

-0.013 + 0.006, or 1.3% selection per hour, corrparable to
the value of 2.7% selection per hour estirrated from growth
rates in b3.tch culture (Table 2) .
However, there was a significant increase in selection
per generation as the length of generation time increased
(Figure 17).

Qykhuizen (11)

observed a similar phenarena in
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'IABLE 5

Calculate:) selection coefficients, s, cCXTpJte:J.
fran observe:) changes in rrock-transductants concentration
with respect to the total r::opulationa

Expt

Generation
Time (h)

s (± s.e.)

s (± s.e.)

(gen-1)

(hour-1)

1

1. 9

-0.021 ± 0. Oll

-0.0ll ± 0.006

2

2.4

-0.028 ± 0.019

-0.012 ± 0.008

3

8.3

-0.041 ± 0.033

-0.005 ± 0.004

4

10.1

-0.140 ± 0.030

-0.014 ± 0.003

5

13 .4

-0.282 ± 0.134

-0.021 ± 0.010

aselection coefficients and standard errors were obtained for each
experiment by solving s in Equation [17] using the nonlinear modeling
function of SYSTAT.
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populations of tryptophan au:x:otrophs and wild-type E. coli.
He found that selection increased with generation time for
generation times up to 3 h.

At generation tines greater than

3 h, he found that selection dropped to zero, indicating no
selection against the auxotroph (11).

In this study,

selection against the rrock-transd:uctant was found to increase
with generation time over the range of generation times
tested (1.7-13.4 h).
Initial Transduction Trials
Initial experiments were performed to determine whether
it was possible to observe transduction in continuous
culture.

A system to study transduction was designed.

The

cherrostat was first inoculated with the recipient, RM300, and
allowed to achieve a stable concentration.

After 60 to 120

hours, the donor strain, .RM2235, was inoculated into the
cherrostat reservoir.
Figures 18 and 19 show the results of these initial
transduction trials.

When the donor strain was added to an

established population of recipients, it experienced a
drarratic drop in cell number.

In

these trials, the recipient

population had an q::portunity to becane adjusted to cherrostat
growth conditions, before the inoculation of the donor.

The

drarratic decreases in the donor cell number nay reflect a
disadvantage due to the donor's physiological state.

In

one

case, the donor population was able to recover from this
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initial population loss

(Figure 19).

In this experiment,

the donor was inoculated at 50 h, whereas in the other
initial trials, donors were intrcx:iuced after 120 h (Figure
18).

This difference in the time of inoculation may have

allowed the donor to effectively corrpete with the recipient
strain.

In all three experiments, transductants were

observed sporadically just at the level of detection.

With

only the occasional appearance of transductants, it was
irrp:)ssible to determine whether the transductant population
was increasing, decreasing, or stabilizing.
Transduction Experinents
The transduction protocol was rrodified to overcome the
difficulties encountered in the initial transduction
The final transduction protocol is outlined in

experiments.
Figure 20.

The donor and recipient strains were inoculated

at the sarre time into the cherrDstat reservoir and allowed to
grew in batch.

This gave an opportunity for transductants to

accumulate, so that changes in the transductant densities
could be traced.
was

After one to two days in batch,

the punp

activated to begin continuous culture at the selected

dilution rate.
daily.

The

reservoir was sarrpled at least once

The samples were assayed for concentrations of

donors, plasmid-bearers, recipients, transductants and
bacteriophages as described in the Materials and Methods
section.
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TIME (days)
Fill chemostat with chosen medium

prior to
run

lnnoculate with
recipient and donor. - - - Sample
Allow batch growth.

---------Sample

2

Activate pump---- Sample
Enumerate on selective media

3

---------Sample

A

Donors: determine percent that
become lysogenic
Plasmid-bearing
Recipients

4

------------oample
Bacteriophages

5

----------Sample

Transductants confirm by selection
on secondary markers
and/or plasmid prep

Fig. 20. Experimental protocol for transduction experiments
in the chBTDstat.

Donors were identified

by

their expression of the

chrorrDsoITBl gene for nalidixic acid resistance.

To assess

the stability of plasmid Rms149 in the transduction
experiments, cells possessing plasmid-encoded resistance to
carbenicillin were also enumerated.

Plasmid-bearing cell

concentrations did not vary significantly from donor
concentrations, indicating stable maintenance of plasmid
Rrrs149 ly the bacteria.

A representative experiment is shewn

in Figure 21.

Putative transductants were tested for the presence of
genetic markers from the recipient chromosome and plasmid
Rrrs149, and the absence of ITBrkers from the donor chrarosorre.
Selected transductants were verified ly performing plasmid
minipreparations.

Plasmid DNA was digested with EcoRl and

analyzed ly agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 22) .

Plasmid

Rrrsl49 was found in all transductant isolates tested.
Transduction experirrents were performed over a range of
cell concentrations, cell generation times, and donor-torecipient ratios.

The transduction ex:perirrents are descril::ed

in Table 6, where they are grouped according to their cell
densities and phage-to-bacteria ratios (PBR).
Figures 23 and 24 show experiments 8 and 9, perforrred at
high cell concentrations (>108 CFU/ml).

Figures 25-33 show

experiments 10-18, which were performed at lower cell
concentrations (105 to 107 CFU/ml), low phage-to-bacteria
ratios (< 1) ,

and cell generation tines ranging fran 1. 7 to
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TABLE 6
Transduction Experiments: A summary of conditions and equilibrium concentrations
Expt

Yeast Extract
Cone

Gen.
Ti.me (h)

Total
Cells

PBR

~ml-12

Donor
Cells

Recipi.ent
cells

Phage
F116

~ml-12

~ml-12

~ml-12

High Cell Cone.
8

5.0 x 10-l

2. 8

7. 3 x 108

0 .01

2. 8 x 108

4.5 x 108

1.1 x 107

9

1.6 x 10-l

9.8

6. 4 x 108

1. 66

9 . 7 x 107

6 . 4 x 108

8 . 3 x 108

10

4.0 x 10-5

2.1

3 .8 x 105

0.25

5.7 x 104

3 . 2 x 105

2 . 7 x 104

11

4 .0 x 10-5

3. 0

1.6 x 106

0 . 15

2.7 x 105

1. 3 x 106

7.6 x 104

12

4.0 x 10-5

3. 4

4.6 x 105

0.09

1.1 x 105

3. 5 x 105

9. 8 x 104

13

4 .0 x 10-5

6.9

3. 8 x 106

0 . 22

6 . 1 x 105

3. 2 x 106

5. 9 x 105

14

4.0 x 10-5

8.4

2 . 7 x 106

0 . 14

1. 6 x 105

2 . 5 x 106

5. 9 x 105

15

4 .0 x 10-5

9.2

3 . 2 x 106

0.12

6.6 x 105

2 . 6 x 106

2 . 1 x 105

16

4.0 x 10-5

10.3

1.1 x 107

0.03

7.3 x 105

1.1 x 107

2 . 1 x 105

17

4.0 x 10-5

13.6

1.4 x 107

0.02

2. 8 x 106

1.1 x 107

1.7 x 105

18

9 . 0 x 10-9

8.9

7 .5 x 105

3. 60

5. 2 x 105

2. 3 x 105

6. 5 x 105

19

4.0 x 10-5

9.6

2. 5 x 106

125.0

2 . 5 x 106

8. 0 x 104

1.2 x 107

4.0 x 10-5
a Phage-to-bacteri.a ratio

7. 8

4.0 x 105

66.0

3. 3 x 105

6. 3 x 104

6 . 2 x 106

Low Cell Cone.
Low PBR 0

Low Cell Cone
High PBR
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transductant, and l::acteriophage otserved during the length of
the experiment. Experiment 16 was performed at 4.0 x l0-5%
yeast extract, a donor-to-recipient ratio of 0.06 and a 10.3
h generation tirre.
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Fig. 32. Experiment 17. Concentrations of donor, recipient,
transductant, and recteriophage ob3erved during the length of
the experiment. Experiment 17 was performed at 4. 0 x 10-s%
yeast extract, a donor-to-recipient ratio of 0.09 and a 13.6
h generation tine.
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Fig. 33. Experiment 18. Concentrations of donor, recipient,
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the experiment. Experiment 18 was performed at 9. 0 x lQ-9%
yeast extract, a donor-to-recipient ratio of 0.33 and a 8.9 h
generation tirre.

13.4 h.

Figures 34 and 35 show the results of experiments

19 and 20, performed at low cell concentrations (105 to 107
CFU/rnl) and high phage-to-l::acteria ratios

(>

1) .

Attempts were made to obtain stable growth at cell
densities of less than 105 CFU/rnl by reducing or eliminating
the yeast extract and decreasing the strength of the rnininal
medium.

However, it was found that the Pseudomonas would

either stabilize at ar::proxinately 106 cells/ml or wash out of
the system.
An unusual bacteriophage was found to appear
unexpectedly during the high cell concentration trials only
(Figures 23-24).

It was induced after 40-90 hours of

continuous culture growth, and resulted in sudden increases
in viral concentration.

The plaques were different from Fll6

in that they were clearer, srraller and rraintained at 1000fold higher densities.

This phage was also found in control

experiments performed at 0.16% and 0.5% yeast extract,
indicating that they were not simply result of an Fll6
rutation.

Additionally, the phage aI;:Pffirffi when the parental

type strain PAOl was grown alone in continuous culture.

The

phage was able to form plaques on the strain from which it
originated.

Phage lysates prepared from plaques were found

to be unstable and decrease rapidly in the nurrter of plaqueforrning units over tine.

GrCMTth of the bacterial strains in

l::atch culture or at low cell densities had not reveale:J. the
presence of this virus.
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Fig. 34. Experiment 19. Concentrations of donor, recipient,
transductant, and l::Bcteriophage observe:i during the length of
the experiment. Experiment 19 was performed at 4.0 x l0-5%
yeast extract, a donor-to-recipient ratio of 1.27 and a 9.6 h
generation tine.
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the experiment. Experiment 20 was performed at 4. 0 x 10-s%
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Maey

commnly used l:Bcterial strains are known to harl::or

cryptic viruses, viruses not readily detectable from the
continuous release of plaque-forming virus particles (9).
The induction of a cryptic virus from strain P. aeruginosa
PAOl was previously reported cy Terry and Mattingly (62) and
Terry et al. (63) in studies on mucoid conversion during
continuous culture growth.

They found high titers of phage

within 30 h of incubation using 0.002 M to 0.01 M
phosphorylcholine chloride or 5% glycerol as carton sources.
This virus was also able to plaque on the strain from which
it was induced (62, 63).
Because the presence of the cryptic virus caused a
dramatic drop in bacterial densities in the high
concentration experiments, transductants were analyzed refore
this concentration dropped, or after transductant population
recovery.

Bacteriophage F116 were present at a ITUJch lower

concentrations than the cryptic phage and consequently could
not re enumerated cy plaque assays on

P.

the cryptic phage was present.

After cryptic phage

aeruginosa PAOl When

induction, F116 were enumerated. on the strain P. aeruginosa
PATl, which was resistant to cryptic phage attack.

This rrey

be due to the ability of P. aeruginosa PATl restriction
endonucleases to digest cryptic phage, tut not Fll6

IJ:\Jt\.

Lysc:geny in Ibmrs

Isolates of donors were examined to determine what

101
_portion became

lysogenic .for F116

(Table 7).

In all

experiments some portion of the donors became lysogenic,
although there was no discernible pattern to lysogeny
establishrrent.

In ~riment

19, where the phage-to-l:Bcteria

ratio (PBR) was 125, the donors slowly became lysogenic and
remained that way.

The opposite situation occurred in

Experiment 17, where the PBR was O. 02.

Here the rrajority of

donors became lysogenic irrmediately and then nonlysogens
dominated.

In rncmy of the experiments, the proportion of

lysogens tended to fluctuate.

Establishment of lysogeny in

the donors was rarely complete, with some portion of the
donors rerraining nonlysogenic.

This

rray be

due to the growth

advantage found in the nonlysogenic strains (Table 2).
Awlvino the M:lthemtical M:del
Data obtained from the transduction experiments were
analyzed to determine how well the derived model could
describe changes observed in the transductant _populations.
Transductant-to-total ratios observed over the course of each
experiment are shown in Figures 36-42, with
representing a single measurement.

each point

In all runs, the

transductant-to-total ratio was found to increase overall.
In

sane experirrents, the increase follCMTed a specific pattern

(expts 10-12, 14, 16, 20), but in other experirrents, the path
ar:PEBred IIDre randan (expts 8-9, 13, 18).

'I'.ABLE 7

Fraction of donors exhibiting lysogeny for tacteriophage F116 in ExI;:>erirrents 11-20
Expt 12
Expt 13
Expt 11
Expt 14
Expt lS
Expt 16
Expt 17
Expt 18
Expt 19
Expt 20
(D:R
.14)
(D:R
.lS)
(D:R
.08)
(D:R
.20)
(D:R
.06)
(D:R
.09)
(D:R
.33)
(D:R
1.27)
(D:R
2.00)
(D:Ra .32)
fract
fract
fr
act
fr
act
fract
fr
act
fr
act
fract
fract
fractc
lysog IHrs lysog Brs lysog Hrs lysog Hrs lysog Hrs lysog Hrs lysog
Hrsb lvsoa Brs lysog Hrs lysog IHrs
.04 21
0
.25
0
.96
0
0
.12 49
>. 96
0
>.96
<.04
<.04
0 <.04
0
0
<.12c
20

.38

1

. 2S 34

.83

22

.S8

30

.38

61

.96

22

>.96

32

.88

18

.67

22

.08

50

.38

25

.04 36

.S4

27

.63

so

.20

67

>.96

42

>.96

SS

.7S

44

>.96

3S

.08

66

.so

48

. 21 39

.S4

30

.63

68

.38

70

>.96

49

>.96

77

.2S

6S

>. 96

38

.25

.12

so

.17 42

.46

42

.88

73

.2S

73

>.96

62

.43

96

.38

83

>. 96

41

.29

94

.2S

86

.96 101

<.04

118

.38 110

.79

43

.so

138

>. 96

60

.83

>. 96 157

>.96

63

.88

68

.96

70

.83

74

'

98

.38

64

.29 44

.46

116

.12

66

.06 SS

.7S

122 >.88

89

.88 113

<.04

142

72

.44 60

.32

140

91

. 96 136

.12

166

73

. 29 61

.37

90

.80 62

.48

102

.61 64

.42

118

.17 6S

. 3S

120

.46

122

.83

a
b
c
d

.62

190

124
.65
Donor-to-recipient ratio
Total number of hours in chemostat
Fraction of donors tested that exhibited spontaneous induction of phage F116
Values given as < or > denote the limit of detection
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(b)

Fig. 36. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: (a) Experiment 8 and (b) Experiment 9. Curves were
generated by plotting Equation [25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T/N)a, and ~(T/N)trans·
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Fig. 37. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: (a) Experiment 10 and (b) Experiment 11. CUrves were
generated by plotting Equation [25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T/N)o, and 6.(T/N)trans·
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Fig. 38. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: (a) Experiment 12 and (b) Experiment 13. Curves were
generated by plotting Equation [25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T/N} 0 , and f:i.(TIN\rans.
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Fig. 39. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: {a) Experiment 14 and (b) Experiment 15. Curves were
generated by plotting Equation [25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T/N)o, and !i(T!N)trans·
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Fig. 40. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: (a) Experiment 16 and (b) Experiment 17. Curves were
generated by plotting Equation (25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T/N)o, and !l(T/N)trans·
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Fig. 41. Relative concentration of transductants observed
in: (a) Experiment 18 and (b) Experiment 19. Curves were
generated by plotting Equation [25] using observed or
calculated values for f, (T!N)o, and 11(T!N\rans.
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Fig. 42. Relative concentration of transductants otservEd in
Experiment 20. Curves were generated l::y plotting Equation
[25] using observed or calculated values for f, (T/N) 0 , and
~ (TIN) trans.

no
In the previous chapter, equations were derived to
descrite hON selection and transduction may affect the
relative number of transductants in an anerging transductant
population.

Hypothetical curves calculated from the

rrathema.tical rrodel suggested for circumstances of negative
selection (f <l), the transductant-to-total ratio approaches
a limiting value as given ty,
lim

(TIN)

=

[21]

!i(T/N)trans

1-f

l->00

where T is the concentration of transductants, N is the total
cell number, ti(T/N) trans is the relative number of
transductants formed per
selection factor.

generation

and

f

is the

As the transductant-to-total ratio

approaches a limiting value, changes in the transductant-tototal ratio

ITBy be

described ty,

(T/N)g = A{TIN\rans - [ !i{T/N\rans - (T/N) 0

1-f

]

eln(f

)g

[25]

1-f

where g represents the nurrter of generations.
Data obtained fran growth rates in retch culture (Table
2) and control experiments (Table 5) suggest that the
transductant strain experiences negative selection with
respect to the total population. For each experiment,
Equation [25] was solved for transduction rate, !i(T/N\rans·
Concentrations of transductants and total l:Bcteria, and the
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generations they were obsen.red, were entered as variables
into the equation.

Values for the selection factor, f, were

calculated from the selection coefficient, s, observed in a
control experiment (Table 5) performed at a comparable
generation tine using the s:inple formula:
[19]

s = lnf

For each experiment, F.quation [25] was solved for the best
fit value of l!.(T/N)trans using the nonlinear rrodeling function
of SYSTAT. Table 8 gives corrputed values and standard errors
for the relative transduction rate, !!. (Tl N) trans. All values
for l!.(T/N)trans were positive, indicating that transduction
was observed under all conditions tested.

The values for

transduction rate were within a range of 3.1 x 10-9 to 9.8 x
10-7 transductants fo:rrraJ. per total population

per

generation

per ml.

Also shown in Figures 36-42 are curves generated from
Equation [25] using calculated values of l!.(T/N)trans·
Corrparison of the data points to the plotted curves provides
a visual indication of the fit of Equation [25].

In some

experiments, the curves describe changes in transductant-tototal ratios quite well (expts 10-12, 14, 16, 20).

Likewise,

in these experiments, calculations of the transduction rates,
l!.(T/N)trans' had low standard errors (Table 8).
In other
experiments, curves did not

fit the data points as closely

1J2
'IABLE 8

Relative and ar:p3Yent transduction rates calculated fran
rrathamtical m:xlel, Equation [25 J
Apparent Rate

Relative Rate
Expt

Sanple
size(n)

Equilibrium
~(T/N)trans ±s.e.
Total Cone
___T

N ml gen

N

~Ttrans
___T

ml qen

High Cell Cone.
8

8

7.03 ± 2.73 x10-9

7.30 x108

5.13 xlOO

9

3

9.82 ±11. 01 x10-7

7.37 x108

7.24 x102

10

3

2.69 ± 0.01 x10-8

1.15 x106

3.09 x10-2

11

5

4.39 ± 1.16 x10-8

1. 78 x106

7.81 x10-2

12

12

8.85 ± 0.73 x10-9

8.20 x105

7.26 x10-3

13

10

3.07 ± 0.61 x10-9

4.06 x106

1.25 x10-2

14

3

1. 09 ± 0.05 x10-8

2.63 x106

2.87 x10-2

15

6

7.94 ± 2.51 x10-9

3.24 x106

2.57 x10-2

16

7

6.69 ± 0.28 x10-8

1.08 x107

7.23 x10-l

17

6

1. 65 ± 0.70 x10-8

1. 81 x107

2.99 x10-l

18

7

8.42 ± 4.58 x10-8

1.17 x106

9.85 x10-2

19

6

2.77 ± 0.76 x10-7

7.41 x106

2. 05 xlOO

20

10

8.31 ± 1. 27 x10-8

4.46 x105

3. 71 x10-2

Low Cell Cone.
Low PBRa

Low Cell Cone.
High PBR

a Phage-to-bacteria ratio
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(expts 8-9, 13, 18).

Howeve~,

the processes of transductant

fomation and transductant washout are l:Dth randan in nature.
Also, differential killing of transductants

by

the cryptic

phage rrey have occurred in experiments 8 and 9.

Therefore,

the reduced fit of the curves in sorre experirrents rrey sinply
be due to random fluctuations in the transductant p::>pulation

as (Il:X)sed to inawropriateness of the rrcdel.
The relative transduction rate, 11(T/N)trans' is expressed
as the rate of increase in transductants with respect to the
total cell density.

It would be useful to also examine the

rate at which transductants themselves accunulate.

This rrey

be accomplished by multiplying the relative transduction
rate, /1 (Tl N) trans, by the total cell concentration at
equilibrium, N. The resulting apparent transduction rate
11Ttrans is expressed in units of transductants formed per ml
per generation.

Values for, apparent transduction rate are

also listed in Table 8.
Factors that affect transduction
The transduction experlirents were conducte:l over a range
of conditions so that factors that affect transduction rate
could be identified.

Experimental variables examined to

determine their p::>tential influence on the apparent rate of
transduction, 11Ttrans' include: donor, recipient, and phage
concentrations, donor-to-recipient ratio, phage-to-bacteria
ratio, and cell generation time.

Variables were analyzed
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after transfornation into logarithms due to their large range
in values.

With SYSTAT, a multiple linear regression was

performed using the apparent transduction rate as the
dependent variable and the factors listed above as
independent variables.
Only recipient concentration and phage-to-b3.cteria ratio
showed any significant correlation to apparent transduction
rate.

Figure 43 illustrates this relationship, and gives the

equation describing the contribution and standard error of
each variable.

The relationship was statistically

significant, as indicated ty the low p-value (< 0.05) and a
high squared multiple correlation,

R2,

( 0. 85)

.

The dependence of transduction rate on recipient
concentration reflects an increased opportunity for
transduction to occur when the recipients are abundant and
thus more available for transduction.

The correlation

between transduction rate and phage-to-b3.cteria ratio (PBR)
actually reflects a relationship with the transducing
particle-to-bacteria ratio.

The direct proportionality of

these two ratios was indicated by batch studies, where a
consistent proportion of total b3.cteriophage were transducing
particles (Table 3).

Therefore, a greater number of

interactions between recipients and transducing phage can
occur when the recipients are in abundance, and there are
rrore

b3.cteriophage

( and thus transducing phage ) :per
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transduction rate with recipient concentration and phage-tobacteria ratio: (a) an xy-cut plane best fit to the points
representing experiments 8-20. (b) A two-dimensional
representation of graph a rotated around the z-axis
(transduction rate), and viewed from where the edge of the
plane v..ould lie.
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bacterium.
greater

A greater rate cf interaction would lead to a

n~

of transduction events which occur.

In this system, the donor strain can intercept
transducing particles.

Transduction of the donor strain with

plasmid-bearing transducing particles will not be detected
because the donor strain already bears plasmid Rm.s149.

Many

of the transducing particles will be lost to donor racteria
II

II

and therefore not contribute to the measurable transduction
rate.

Therefore, transduction rate depends upon the ratio of

transducing particles to total racteria, not just recipients,
because b:Jth donor and recipient strains are able to adsorb
the transducing :p3.rticles.
Experiments performed with the same concentrations of
limiting nutrient (yeast extract), and variable dilution
rates, yielded significantly different equilibrium
concentrations of recipient cells (Table 6).

Recipient

density increased exponentially with cell generation time
(Figure 44) .

This IIBY be due to differences in nutritional

requirements for cells growing at different rates.

Greater

amounts of substrate are required for rapid cell growth,
whereas slow-growing cells need only enough substrate for
maintenance metabolism (60).

Therefore, increasing the

generation time acted to increase the nwnber of recipients
available for transduction per generation.
'When the donor-to-recipient ratio was increasEd, either
in retch culture (Table 3) or continuous culture (Figure 45)
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Fig. 44. Recipient concentration was observed to increase
exponentially with increasing cell generation times.
Experiments 10-17, performed using FMM-c supplemented with 4
x 10-5% yeast extract.
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Fig. 45. Phage-to-bacteria ratio (PBR) was observed to
increase with the donor-to-recipient ratio. Transduction
experiments were perfonned at similar generation times and
total cell concentrations (Expts 13-16, 18-20).
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there was a significant increase in the phage-to-bacteria
ratio

(PBR)

as well.

This effect was due to a

proportionately greater number of nonlysogens (i.e., donors)
available for lytic infection by bacteriophage F116.

The

relationship between nonlysogenic bacteria and phage
concentration was previously noted cy O]unseitan et al. (49).
Increasing the donor-to-recipient ratio in the chemostat
experiments affected the frequency of transduction inasmuch
as it altered the ratio of phage, and thus transducing
:p:l.rticles,

per

:tacteriurn.

rnAPI'ER VI

DISCUSSICT\J
The results presentEd in this dissertation indicate that
transduction can act to stabilize a novel phenotype in a
bacterial population.

This was determined by creating and

testing a mathematical model which describes the
contributions of transduction and selection on transductant
populations.

The model was tested in continuous culture

experiments performed over a range of environmentally
relevant conditions.
The first cofllX)nent of the rratherratical rrodel describes
selection.

Selection in competing continuous culture

populations results in an exponential loss or gain in
relative cell nwnber with respect to time (7, 12, 34).
Control experirrents were perforned to quantify the effects of
selection alone on the transductants with respect to the
total population.

These experiments were conducted using

nonlysogenic derivatives of the strains so that no new
transductants could be f orrra:i.
Control experiments were conducted over cell generation
times ranging from 2-13 h.

In all cases, the mock-

transductants were selectEd against.
120

Values

for the
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selection coefficient, determined using Equation [17],
indicated that selection per generation increased with
generation time (Table 5).

Q{khuizen (11) also observed this

relationship in E. coli for generation times up to 3 h.
Selection in continuous culture is often reported per hour,
because generations overlap and the age of cells are equally
distributed (7, 12).

The rate of selection against the

transductants per hour averaged -0.013, or 1.3% loss per
hour.

This is comparable to the rate of 2.7% loss per hour

predicted fran grc:wth rate differences in retch culture.
Continuous culture experiments were conducted in a
mininal salts medium supplerrented with yeast extract as the
sole nutritional source.

Carbon concentrations in natural

waters are typically 1 to 15 rrg/L (65).

In the chemostat

experiments, yeast extract was provided over a range of
concentrations, from 5 x 100 to 9 x 10-8 rrg yeast extract/L,
with the majority of experiments conducted at 4 x 10-4 rrg
yeast extract/L.

These conditions resulted in bacterial

concentrations of 5 x 10s - 7 x 108 CFU/ml and bacteriophage
densities of 3 x 104 - 8 x 108 PFU/ml.

These concentrations

are representative of natural levels of aquatic bacteria (4,
40) and phage (3, 14) found l::y direct count rrethods.
At high concentrations of yeast extract, a cryptic virus
was

induced fran all strains examined, including the parental

type strain PAOl.

Terry and Mattingly (62) and Terry et al.
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(63) also observed the induction of a virus from P.
aeruginosa PAOl, which was able to plaque on the strain from
which it originated.

The cryptic virus was unable to

transduce plasmid Rms149 to any significant degree, as
indicated l:y control trials perfomffi at high concentrations.
Chemostat populations were monitored for the
establishment of lysogeny in the donor strain.

Under all

experimental conditions, some portion of the donors became
F116 lysogens.

At higher donor to recipient ratios ITDst of

the donors (>80%) became lysogens, probably as a result of
higher phage concentrations.

Although it seems that lysogeny

would clearly be advantageous in a population containing
phage, it was found that some percentage of the donors
rerrained nonlysogenic.

This nay be due to the slight growth

advantage found in nonlysogens over lysogens (Table 3) .
Transduction experiments were perfonned over a range of
concentrations, generation times and donor to recipient
ratios.

In an attempt to assess the contributions of

selection and transduction, data from each experiment were
entered as variables into the rrathamtical rrcdel:

= !i(T/N)trans

(T!N)g

1-f

where

T

-

[ !i(T/N)trans -

(T!N) 0

]

eln(f

)g

(25]

1-f

represents transductant concentration,

N

is total

cell number, g is generations and f is the selection factor
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detennined. from control experirrents performed under similar
conditions.

Positive rates of transduction were calculated.

for all experirrental conditions, indicating that transduction
was causing higher levels of transductants in the populations

(Table 8).

Curves calculated from Equation [25] were

corrpared. to the relative nurnter of transductants observed. in
each of the experiments (Fig. 36-42).

The validity of the

model is supported by the fit of many of the curves to
observed changes in the transductant-to-total ratios.
However, in some experiments, there was not a close fit of
the calculated curves to the data points.

This was

attributed. to the random fluctuations observed. in these data,
possibly caused by the random nature of transductant
fonration arx1 washout.
The continuous culture experiments showed plasmid
transfer rates of 10-6 to 10-9

per

total

per ml per

generation

between the plasmid-bearing donor and the lysogenic
recipient.

These frequencies are cmparable to values of 10-6

to 10-s transductants forme::l per recipient observed. for F116rnediated. transduction between P. aervginosa strains in closed.
microcosm systems (47, 57).

In initial experiments, where

continuous flow began imnediately, transductants appeared
only sporadically at the limit of detection.

The sporadic

appearance of tra:nsductants was consistent with transduction
rates observe:J in later experiments.

The initial experinents
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were conducted at 3 x 106 to 2 x 108 cells/ml for
approximately 20 generations.

These conditions would allow

for the detection of 6 x 10-7 to 4 x 10-9 transductants forrrro
per total per generation per ml.

Because these values are

similar to the relative rates of transduction, transductants
were observro just at the limit of detection.
The apparent rate of transduction, or the rate at which
transductants accumulate in the population, rangro from 10-2
to 103 transductants fonned per ml per generation (Table 8).
Apparent transduction rate increasro significantly with l::oth
the recipient density and the phage-to-b:l.cteria ratio (PBR)
(Figure 43).

The dependence on recipient concentration

sinply indicates an increasro q::portunity for transduction to
occur when the b:l.cterial strain which receives the transducro
DNA is in greater abundance.

The correlation between

transduction rate and phage-to-b:l.cteria ratio (PBR) probably
reflects a relationship with the transducing particle-tobacteria ratio.

The direct proportionality of these two

ratios is indicated by batch studies, where a consistent
percentage of total bacteriophage were plasmid-bearing
transducing particles (Table 3) .

Transduction proceeds ITDre

rapidly when there are greater numbers of phages, and
therefore transducing particles, per b:l.cteriurn.

Furtherrrore,

transduction rate would depend upon the ratio of transducing
particles to total b:l.cteria, not just recipients, because
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both donor and recipient strains are able to adsorb
transducing particles.
Even though transduction rate was found to be
concentration dependent, a rrass action model could not be
directly applied to this experimental system due to the
interfering presence of the donor strain.

Plasmid-bearing

transducing particles may adsorb to donor bacteria and
therefore not contribute to the measurable transduction rate.
Although the interaction of total bacteria and transducing
phage

rrey be

governed

by

the law of rrass action, it could not

be measured in this system.
recipient strain was detectable.

Only transduction of the
However, the validity of a

rrass action ITDdel could be tested by observing the rate of
transduction when steady concentrations of transducing phage
are added to recipient bacteria graving continuous culture.
Transduction rates were examined to determine the effect
of altering the donor-to-recipient ratios.

Increases in

donor-to-recipient ratio caused corresponding increases in
phage-to-bacteria ratio (PBR), reflecting a higher frequency
of nonlysogenic bacteria available for the phage lytic cycle
(Table 3, Figure 45) .

Therefore, in the experimental systan,

apparent rate of transduction was affected by donor-torecipient ratio inasnuch as it influenced the PBR.
The concentration of recipients supported by growth
medium was affected by the culture generation time.

As
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generation time increased, there was an expJnential increase
in equilibrium concentrations of recipients (Figure 44).
This increase ma.y be due to the lower nutritional needs of
slow-growing bacteria, allowing for the subsistence of
greater numbers of cells.

Therefore, lengthening the

generation time acted to increase the apparent transduction
rate ty increasing recipient cell density.
Inforrration obtained from continuous culture experirrents
and the mathematical model suggest the importance of
transduction as a mechanism of gene transfer and
stabilization in the environment.

In the chemostat

conditions tested, transductants were at a selective
disadvantage with respect to the total population.

Under all

experirrental conditions, transduction served to stabilize the
transductant phenotype ty providing a continual source of new
transductants to the population.

The mathematical model

preclicts that for conditions of negative selection, the ratio
at which transductants stabilize is affected ty the degree of
selection pressure (Figure 5).

Computed transductant-to-

total ratios awroach a limit, as given ty
lim
l->00

(T/NJ

=

~(T/NJtrans

[21]

1-f

Even under complete selection (f =0), transductants are
predicted to stabilize at the level at which they are
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created, the transduction rate

~(T/N}trans·

Therefore,

transduction is irq;:X)rtant in that it can serve to counteract
negative selection and act to stabilize an otherwise less fit
phenotype.
Alternately, under circumstances of positive selection,
the model predicts a continuous increase in the relative
proportion of transductants (Figure 4).

If all strains in a

population had identical nutritional requirements, and the
transductants ITB.intained a competitive advantage, then the
transductants could potentially outcompete the other
bacterial strains present.

The rate at which transductants

increase with respect to the total population would depend
upJn the degree of the selective advantage (Figure 4) .
In the mathematical model, the concentration of
transductants in a population depends upon the rate of
transductant fonration.

In situations of positive selection,

greater transduction rates would cause the transductants to
increase at more rapidly.

If the transductants are under

negative selection, greater transduction rates would increase
the level at which transductants stabilize with respect to
the rest of the population, as described by Equation [21]
above (see Figure 6) .
Transduction rate is affected by both the recipient
concentration and the phage-to-bacteria ratio (Figure 43).
Direct count methods indicate that bacteria are present at
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concentrations of 106-107 cells/ml in aquatic enviromrents (4,
40) .

Bacteriophage have been found at concentrations up to

10s PFU/ml in aquatic environments (3, 14).

Additionally,

many bacteria are known to harbor bacteriophage (20, 52).
Observation of transduction in the chemostat under
environmentally relevant conditions suggests its irnp:)rtance
as a mechanism of gene transfer in nature.

Because of its

concentration-dependent nature, transduction would be
especially prevalent in habitats where bacteria are present
at very high densities, such as sewage, or waters polluted
with excessive nutrients.

Also, transduction would occur

more frequently in microcosms where bacteria and
bacteriophage congregate, such as on suspended particles (55)
or on the surface of water bodies, at the liquid-gaseous
interface (54) .
The transduction experiments were performed at
concentrations which can occur in the environrrent.

Repeated

attempts were made to obtain stable growth at even lower
concentrations.

However, Pseudonvnas WJuld either stabilize

at approximately 106 cells/ml or wash out of the system.
Dykhuizen experienced similar difficulties in stabilizing E.
coli in the cherrostat at low cell concentrations (personal
corrmunication).

Kokjohn et al. (28) found that l:::e.cteria and

bacteriophage can still undergo adsorption at and under
concentrations found in nature.

The present study suggests
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that although the rate of transduction nay be reduced at low
cell densities, it should still occur, at a rate pro:i;::ortional
to the recipient concentration and transducing phage-tol::acteria ratio.
The number of bacteria able to participate in
transduction depends u:i;::on the types of transducing viruses
present in the :i;::opulation and their host range specificity.
Transducing viruses are often species-specific and DNA
transduced between species rray be susceptible to degradation
by the recipient's restriction system (27).

However,

transducing phages have been found for numerous species of
l::acteria and are prol::ably cannon in the l::acterial \.\Orld (27) .
The frequency of transductional gene transfer from an
introduced bacteria would be greatly increased if the
organism released were the same species as a member of the
indigenous :i;::opulation.

If the species were represented in

the indigenous :i;::opulation, then it is likely that there wuld
be also be transducing viruses specific for that species in
the population, either as free phages or associated with
lySO]ens.
In this study, donor :i;::opulations rerrained at a constant
concentration, thus providing a steady source of transducing
phage to the system.

In an environmental release, the

introduced strain nay decrease over time due to competition
with the indigenous :i;::opulation.

Under these circumstances,

DO
the engineered gene has the highest probability of being
transduced when the strain is first introduced, and present
at high concentrations.

However, once an engineered gene is

transferred to an indigenous organism, it rray increase in
frEqUency in this organism or be transferred further to other
rranCers of the pop.ilation.
The long term stabilization of a gene in a population
ultimately upon its selective value to an organism.

The

continuous culture experiments shON that a novel genotype can
stabilize in the population, even under negative selection
pressure, provided that the source of the gene remains
present and transducing particles are continually produced.
If the donor organism were at a selective disadvantage, and
not replenished, it would eventually disappear from the
population.

However, the gene rray be transferred from the

donor organism, before its disappearance, and stabilize in
another bacterial strain.

If the gene caused no selective

disadvantage to the strain, it could be stably rraintained.
When assessing the potential for transduction of genes
from a genetically engineered bacteria, it is important to
consider the circumstances of the release.
species represented in the indigenous :r::op.ilation

Choosing a
rray

not only

increase its survival, rut also its ability to :participate in
transduction.

The chrOITDscnal location of an engineered gene

in the released organism does not prevent its transduction,
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because unlike conjugation, transduction rray transfer plasmid
or chramsorral INA.

A

large scale release v.Duld increase the

persistence of not only the organism, but also its genes, by
increasing the opportunity for transduction to occur (32).
Concentrations of bacteria and phage at the chosen release
site would also influence the rate of transfer, with greater
rates of transduction occurring at sites having higher
bacterial and phage densities.

Increased fitness of the

released organism would increase both its survival and its
potential for transferring genes to the indigenous
population.

However, even if the organism chosen for

environmental release is at a selective disadvantage, this
does not necessarily reflect the fitness of its engineered
gene(s).

The genes may be transduced to an indigenous

bacteria, where they may increase in frequency, or be
transferred further to other rrerrt:ers of the JX)pulation.

APPENDIX
CAU1JI.ATICN OF 'IHEDREITCAL CURVES

A corrputer program was written to calculate changes in
the transductant-to-total ratio pre:Jicted. Pl the e::::ruation
(T/N)2 = (T/N)i f

+ f!.(T!NJtrans

[20]

where (T/N)i and (T!N) 2 are the transductant-to-total ratios
present at consecutive generations and Li ( T/ Nhrans is the
increase in the number of transductants per total per
generation.

This PASIC program is given in Figure 46.
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Fig. 46. BASIC corrputer program for calculating changes in
the transductant-to-total ratio for consecutive generations
as predicted Pi Equation [21] .
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